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CorreeponiUuce on practical agricultural topic:
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NOTICE.

Notice Is herehv given that ou the '.th dnv of
January, A. D. Ι*.»β. 1 was duly appointed by
the Hon. \. K. Savage. Ju-Uce of the Supreme
Jud'clal Court for the State of Malue, Receiver
of the Mount Marie Mineral Company, a corpo
ration organized by law and formerly doing
business at South Paris Maine, ami have duly
uualltled as such by iclvlng the ΐΗ>η·Ι required In
the decree of appointment and further, that by
said decree. I was ve-ted wltli the powers of
commissioner to receive ami determine the
validity of all rla'm" against said corporation
and as such commissioner. I he-e''v give notice
to all creditor» of -aid corporation to present
their claims to me before Api ll 1st, latB. or lie
forever !>arred of their claims, said claim·* can
be prevented to me at mv offre In South Purls,
on Wednesday, Kcl· 4th. |!«t, and Wednesday.
or on
March AM h. A. I> ISMS. at 10 o'clock A.
anv other day during bu-tiies» hours I» twen
convenat
the
of
last
the
March,
now and
day
ience of the creditor.
South ParU, .Ian. 17th. A. D. 1»»3.
ALBERT D. PARK,
Reei lver as Commissioner.
To the Huoorahle Roan I of County Commissioner* In an·! for the County of oxfunl
Oxfonl
The undersigned, Inhabitant* of
County. most respectfully represeut thatcommon
convenience and necessity π quire the location
of a new rovl In the t· wn of Sumner, commencing at it point near the foot of the hill, northwesterly of the houee of Ueorge W. French,
known aw the Β. V. Tuell place. In said Sumu«r.
«η·Ι near a gate wnv at the ben·! In the roa'l. In
the moot convenient place; thence running Ιιι a
south wetterly course aroun·! the hill, an I ilown
the valley. In the mo-t feasible route, to the
Sumner road, near Cyrus llazel ton's, anil near
the |K>lnt where the roail turn- to go to North
Pari*.
They therefore pray that you will, after due
preliminary proceedings. locate sal·! w iy.
l»atcl this -.'«li «lay of NoTemb· r, 11* y
Jl Lll'S P. îSKILI.INGS ami 3i other*.
ΜΛΤΚ OK ΜΛ1ΛΚ.

COUNTY OF OXFORD,»».
IV.ant of County Commissioners,

December

session. 11*»·».
I'PoN the foregoing petition, satisfactory evl
lence havinii lieen receive*! that the petitionerare responsible. and that Inquiry Into the merits
of their application lsex|>edlcut, It is oki>khki>.
at
Commissioners meet
that the
ounty
the house of George W. French, In xui„lu.r- hi
saM County, on the 28th 'lav of May. next, at
and thence proceed to
ten of the clock a. m
mentlone·! In said
the
route
view
petia
which
after
view,
tion ; Immediately
hearing of the parties ami their witnesses will lie
had at some convenient place In the vicinity
ami such other measures taken In the premises
Λη<1
as the commissioner* shall ju<lge pro|ier.
It Is further OKl>KKKl>, that notice of the time,
place an«l purpose of the commissioners' meeting
afore->al'l l>e given to all persons and corporations Interested. by causing atteste·! copies of
said petition, ami of this onler thereon, to be
served u|>on the clerk of the town of Sumner
afore-aM, an.l also poste<l up In three public
placée In said town. an<l published three weeks
Democrat, a
successively in the Oxford
newspaper printed at Pari»,· In. saM Coun
tv of >xfopf. the first of said publications, ami
each of the other notices, to be made, served ami
poste·!, at lea?t thlrtv days before said time of
meeting, to the eu·! ttiat all persons and corporations may then an·! there appear ami shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
tloucrs should not be granted.
ΛTTfcsr:—CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of sal<t petition and onler of court
thereon.
Arrtsr —CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
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Builders' Finish I

I will furnish DOORS aad WINDOWS of any
Siae or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In wmt of any kind of Finish for Instde or
Pine LumOutside work, send In your onler»
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
H*^1·*·' Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale-
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differently

.Manners on the Koad.

dike.

"Why

don't you

fioor?"

fix

pig-pen

that

"Oh, it does very well the way it is.
Once-iu-a-while, when I have time I
clean it out. But 1 say, sir, it's doin'
very well."
"Why don't you bring that mower in?"
"Oh gee, I clean forgot. I was busy
at
something else more important,
though, I think."
"Why don't you mend your cultivator
inatead of buying a new one? All it
needs is a few three-eights-inch bolts,
with two half-inch ones. They would
cost less than a new cultivator."
"Oh, I didn't think. Would it be as
good as a new one?"
"Invariably yes, and much cheaper."
"Well, I never b'lieved much in mendin". Dou't pay, no-how. I've only lived
here ten years, but I've had four new
cultivators, and need a'nother one now."
What makes you pile up your manure
in little piles when you draw it out upon
your fields?"
"Saves it from wash in'away. I can't
afford to throw manuie away."
"The best way is to broadcast it wheu
drawing. Then all the ground gets its
portion. The way you do only a small
portion gets fertility, and that nets too
much. What, don't sow oats? I'ray why
not?"
"Oh, I never hail any luck with them.
They'd just be in spots here and there,
and I've quit raisin' them."
Then 1 explaiued how the rains had
washed down the fertility in his little
tlung pdes, making very rich spots where
they stood, and leaving the rest of the
tit-Id bare. He said any way, he didn't
believe there was much in farmin'.
"Why don't you curry your horse?"
"Cause I never b'lieved it paid for the
Some men'l 1 work an"
time it took.
worry currying their horses till they can
noo themselves in 'em like you can in a
lookenglass. It don't pay, an' I'm a
no'ing it.
"Where do you get the seeds you

i
«

away.

money

Good seed costs money now-a-

days."

"What about your own house, its conveniences, or the reverse, the way you
keep it, etc.—I say, sir, how about it?"
"Well, there ha'n't much to tell about
it. I don't buy many household imple-

ments for wife to do the kitchenwork
with. She don't need a wash'-'shene any
tnore'n 1 need three leys. She don't
need a sink, or the water supply handy
any more'u a toad needs a apron. There
is only five of us. and my wife can do the
work fur us and carry water from the
spring to cook with an' drink. Drilled
wells here cost money. She wanted a
buggy to ride to meetin' in, but I give
her to understand that I was trying to
save, and hadn't time to meddle with her
meetin's no-how. Her *n the kids have
to walk to meetin', le'vin' me by myself,
and I'm glad, awful glad, we ha'n't no

buggy."

Something like the above discourse
would take place if we were to stray iuto
some men's farms and talk with them.
Their "life's words" are: "Oh, I han't
Hot time; oh, it does very well; oh, I clean
fogot; oh, I didn't think; I don't b'lieve
in sich; oh, I never had any luck that
way; oh, you can't make me think so,
an' you needn't try."—Cor. Country
Gentleman.
Random Thoughts.

The Dairy Instructor idea is all right,
only instead of one there ought to be ten.
The score card plan is to the point also,
;iud is a quick and sure way to educate
<>ur farmers with no expense to anybody.
The State of Maine can well afford to
spend some money to educate its farmers
in every branch of the business. Dairying, stock raising and orcharding are
special subjects near to the hearts and
pockets of our farmers just now and the
more we all know of these subjects the
better. The farmers themselves in a
community might club together ami
arrange for a week's course of special
instruction on the subjects in which they
are most interested.
One of the greatest pleasures the city
resident has, is his visit to the country
iu the summer; to go to the country and
spend a few weeks on a farm is the

popular thing.
These city people are finding out that
there are as good brains under the straw
hats of the "hayseeders" as under the
silk tiles in the city. They find that the

farmer is his own boss, that he has something he can call his own, that he don't
have to pay rent every month or buy
every mouthful he eats.
The farmer is looked upon
happy
The results of
man and with respect.
for
sumcity people visitiug the country
mer vacations will be the gradual buying
up of our small cheap farms; they are in
demand now and in a few years we will
have no "abandoned" farms left.
as a

Both the present and future of
ture is bright.

agricul-

The man with the strongest arm is not
excellent time, in
always the best farmer.
some localities, to haul gravel for our
Save money to buy a bull; but don't
-oads!—Kichard H. Wood, M. L).,
try to save money when buying a bull.
Montrose, Mich., in Tribune Farmer.
One of the most important of your business transactions is the proper selection
Weather.
Cold
During
Eggs
of a bull.
in
the
to
his
hens
lay
If one wishes
When building "castles in the air", try
.vinter time, when the eggs bring twice
other
at
do
times, and gather some materials that can bo
he money that they
used on the earth.
tee that they have a warm place to roost
u auil are fed egg-producing food, such
The farmer is more than a handler,
is a mixture of wheat and oats, and once
lie is a creator of wealth. lie gives
a warm mash
in
the
morning,
early
day,
something to the world it never had be>f one part corn meal aud three parts fore.
vheat bran. And, furthermore, it will
a tub of
Nearly all other occupations depend on
xiy on cold mornings to carry
He supplies
lot water and till their iron drinking him and his productions.
ressels with it. Give them ground bone the raw materials for almost everything
md meat aud keep some dry straw that is manufactured or used. Whatever
wealth and comforts he may have are
tpread on the dour of their house, that from
his own personal efforts and are
hey will find exercise in scratching.—
direct from the earth itself.
Mirror and Farmer.

By the way,

THt

BLE

neighbors,

Xo one should object to turning out
for a loaded team if it is necessary, but
when there are two tracks and one is as
good as the other it is the proper tiling
for the man with the load to keep to the
right. About a dozen miles from here is
a strip of sand road with two full width
tracks. Driving over this one morning
1 met seven teams strung out about ten
rods apart and each one on the lefthauil
side of the road. There were mampeople upon the road, some going one
way aud some the other. I pulled my
horse to one side and watched these outtits out of sight. The gentleman who
was with me counted twenty-seven vehicles of all kinds, and some loaded, whose
u-cupauts had to turn out for these
Irivers. Turning to me he said: "If those
fellows had been upon their own side of
the road not one of those twenty-seven
teams would have been obliged to pull
The road would uot have beeu so
>ut.
lusty, aud for one 1 should have a better
jpiuiou of human nature."
Another incorrect idea: Some people
:hink a buggy or cutter can turn out
Not
more easily than a wagon or sled.
ilways so. In many cases the weight of
is
It
the heavier vehicle holds it down.
lot so likely to tip over as is a lighter rig.
It is stronger and not so easily broken,
ind a light vehicle has the same rights
ipou a road as has a lumber wagon.
In
The same applies to foot passengers.
leep snows it is our duty to give them a
.'hance at the road, and it is brutal to
Irive a foot passenger out into the deep
mow simply because we haveanadvauage over him or her. Vicious or unmanageable horses should cot be driven
a colt
ipon the road, but when we meet
at someη a horse that is frightened
us to
will
cause
manners
thing, good
avor the driver, if possible, by keeping
We do
of his road.
; is far as we can oil
lot owu the highway; it belongs to all

Lealiag AsricQllurdl Joaraal oi lUe World.
Kverv department written by spec tall ts, the
highest authorities In their respective Hues
No other paper pretends to compare with It
Ιιι qualifications of editorial staff.
• dvesthe agricultural NKWS with a degree
of completnese not even attempted by others.

AGAIN,

years.
A horse in check and blinds may
becoine unmanageable, but is far less apt
He is a far safer
to be without them.
agent when permitted to observe all
objects in their due and true proportions
than w hen compelled to see them broken
and distorted. To see a whole bog passing is less frightful to him thau a nimble
half hog. The sight of a streetcar drawn
ami restrained by a team never excited a
horse on the street, but he becomes
utterly demoralized on seeing a car propelled by a concealed engine·, where he
could discover no provision agaiust its
suddenly lurching against him. Depend
him
upon it, his horse sense renders
capable of tracing the relation of 3ause
antl effect. Let us, then, rekindle aud
foster this spark of waning intelligence,
instead of combining to extinguish it.
Let Sambo enjoy the freedom of the use
of his limbs, and let us give bereft and
groping Pegasus bis eyes again. Down
with the leather-steel sandwich called
blinds, and let the captive go free from
cruel incumbrance.—J. A. Mowris, M.
D., Lafayette, Ν. Y., in Tribune Farmer.

Maine.

k
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door?"
"Oh, I ha'n't got time."

toward these
the merciful man and the
almost
cruel one. 1
envy President
Abraham Lincoln as the author of the
proclamation whereby he at one blow
struck from the wrists and ankles of four
millions of black men the emblems of
slavery. But we would feel a just pride plant?"
could we but release from the galling
"I git 'etn where I can git 'em the
clasp of millions of our horses the sense- cheapest."
blinders.
and
less check
They sorely op"Do they always prove to be good and
press the poe>r animal, rentier him stupid true to name?"
in appearance, and, in fact, without pre"No, not always; but I save a right
venting a single accident in a hundred smart
which other men throw

Attorneys at Law,
λ

1IOK.M
—

commendation, advertising
We cannot
a geutleman.

constant

the owner as
but feel very

PARK.

tiETHKL,

TIIK

AUISK

Do farmers realize the damage to reputation a dilapidated horse at the tiepoel
of the grocery or postottice may inflict^
A horse in bad plight will always create
an injurious popular verdict against his
If the owner of such an outowner.
standing object could hear the adverse
criticism the poor animal provokes we
are quite confident the ''agent for the
prevention of cruelty to animals" would
have less to do. On the other hand, a
sleek and prosperous horse at the post is

Attorney at Law,
HorueUock.

OK

owner.

High Street.

.δΜΙΤΗ,

NORWAY,

KEIX AND

K

AXD

not all.
There is a very obvious leak
also iu the waste of horse tiesh by and
through the culpable cruelty to these
serviceable ami
indispensable minoi
friends and servante of farmers. There
is ofteu a loss of many dollars in the
value and duration of horse life. A
horse, humanely used and fed, will continue iu thriving condition aud last seveial years longer than one shabbily caret!
for, and will do more work at less cost:
besides, will retlect more credit on his

BUCK,

SOUTH PARIS,

XKOLECT

Ves, there are several leaks; a leak b)
the barn fertilizer, a leak of tiiue at tin
grocery ami the saloon. Aud these art

MAINE.
RUMFORD Κ ALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parker
i,eorge D. Blsl>ee,
L,.
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LOSS
TO

One of the Unsuccessful.
don't you fix that hen-houee

"Why

w

hat

an

Feed the Best Foods.

If the hens are kept for profit it is not
economical to feed them the mouldy
jrain. Only the best to be had should
In proportion to
>e given layiug hens.
1er weight the hen produces more than
he cow, aud iu order to derive that prodIf the
ict she must be treated liberally.
1 lens are compelled to hunt their food
consideralittle
1
entirely aud receive but
tion from their owner, they will be unable
ο give a satisfactory return on the farm.
V hen can be made to lay throughout
he winter season by good treatment.—
klirrorand Farmer.

<

]

The

A writer on milk substitutes fur grow-

ing calves,

remarks: "Since

The very fact that a man is a farmer
should be his recommendation and he
has no right to degrade the name by dishonest methods.
The time has come when everybody
stands ready to do honor to the upright,
intelligent, progressive tiller of the soil.
Consider
then prove

one.

yourself a benefactor and
by your doings that you are

Don't wait for

something

to turn

up!

Good luck follows in the wake of good

Night Meal.
feed for poultry

or other
The heaviest
mimais should be at night. Sleep favors
ligestion and keeping the stomach full is
:he best protection against cold. If any
It
:orn be given it should be at night.
.vill be all the better if warmed and some
of
corn,
if it is charred. A co' 1 grain
tometimcs ice cold, lias to be warmed before it can be digested. At night, when
exercise is impossible, no unnecessary
burden should be placed on the system.
In the morning it is better to feed poultry
with grain scattered among straw and let
them scratch for it.—Mirror and Farmer.

we

have

hand-aeparator skim milk is
as whole
juite as good for growing calves

Pound that

He is not an oppressor, but a builder,
aud the world is better for his proseuce
in it.

judgment.—By
Journal.

Ε.

P.

T.

in

Lewiston

difficult to comprehend, that you cannot force hens to lay.
We feed condiments and stimulants and
think we can drive the machinery of the
system, but these agents, valuable in
their place, were not made for that purpose. Eggs come by invitation. Seek
tirst of all for the kingdom of contentment in the hen yard. Study the wants
and fancies of the hens and satisfy them,
then the eggs will be forthcoming.
Try this for one month and see if it does
In spite of
not pay in dollirs and cents.
a limited supply, the
poultry yard is
doing more to keep down the bill at the
"corner grocery" than any other department on the farm.
One

thing

seems

Xo one has found that sepetc.
skim milk or any other kind of
The National Grange.—The proceed*kim milk, is as good as whole milk for
of the 36th annual session of this
growing calves. Nothing will match the ings at
Lansing, Mich., in November,
natural milk for that purpose. Fairly body,
on skim are printed in the usual neat and concan
be
calves
grown
thrifty
venient style, making a pamphlet of conmilk, (with the addition of some
C. M.
it is never a siderably more than 300 pages.
but
with
to
stuff
it,)
good
go
514 F. St., Washington, D. C.,
match for the whole article in ita natural Freeman,

milk,"
arator

state.—Maine Farmer.
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before did he fee! Its galling deficiencies as now. Why, a life would be better!
Blossicr felt the picturesque and poetical eleiueut in his plan and that it
was odious to be obliged to dcpenû on
such means for its execution. However. there was no chance of getting a
fife and learning to play It within an
hour, so lie soon contrived more optimistic views of the case as It stood. A
bass viol gave forth at all events a
very str.mg masculine sound, well calculated to convey assurances of protection.
Ile put himself again into his ragged
coat, again took up his ragged straw
hat and started forth to inform the la<!les of his intentions. There would be
i.othlng comforting in it if in the night
that heavy scraping boom touk them
unawares—"tt-ut au contraire." he said
gravely to himself.
It was not hard to spread the news.
The women were concentrating their
weakness fur the night. Scattered relatives were (locking together to spend
it at the most central house of the
clan. The women living on the outskirts of the village came over the
bridge or down the turnpike or up the
stage road, as the case might be, to
lodge for the time being with neighbors more closely neighbored than
themselves. The general trepidation
passed the hounds of reason. Many
Strathboro households had been exclusively feminine for many monthsyes. years. Their natural protectors
had been long endangered beyond the
chances of this misadventure; but,
with a solidarity of sentiment that did
them credit, the women all agreed to
suffer In kind with those who had special causes for alarm, and uucominon

**

M

5·ΐβ

?«3f

Ml

?!?§

Ά

î

person, and lie had his ragged straw
jat pressed t.. his bosom as he bowed
low to the officer in command bifoie
seglnning to express as best he coul
jetween the two languages his gratl·Jed sense of their regard for a bo le
I'rance, when, lo, he raised his litad
nul officer and men were gone, hurry·
ng. backs toward him. up the street.
Strathboro people would have couriered old Blossier crazy if they had
,ot felt obscurely that such an opinion
ucluded au admission that he had once
)t>eu sane, an admission so unthinkabl
hit they contented themselves witn
;Xpluiuing everything on the ground

ing from afar and
houses, yards and gardens,

flying over
might have realized something curious
in the look of things.
The square surrounding the courthouse and lined with shops was utterly
deserted. The shop shutters were gen
erally up. and the courthouse, which
had no shutters, showed the need of
pane of

shattered
it an air of degraded
desolation. Both in the square and beyond. grass and weeds overgrew in a
disorderly, squalid way many an unaccustomed spot. The ample gardens
behind the houses were oflt nest a tan
In

them

many

b'lass, which

a

gave

luxuriant untrained urowihs
The asparagus beds flung out their
feathery foliage In great spreading
masses, and against them the ironweid
and Jamestown weed
ind

£le of

ragweed

these
grew tall and lusty, and among
■limbed wild morning glories At one
side perhaps would lie a little patch of
:ultivated ground where a few sweet
potatoes and a little coru took up most

)( the room.
Not a man was to be seen anywhere,
jut now and again a sunhonmUsl wonan or several sunbonnetcd women to
to
jet her would pass from oue house
mother.
Inside the houses or on th. ir shaded
galleries groups, still altogether fiuiiline, were gathered, talking with an
lir curiously uniting listlcssncss ami

•estlcssness, apathy and anxiety.
The truth was they had special im
Jiediate cause for fear, but they had
suffered so long and so much in similar
for
tvays that in many the capacity
Vet they
ieen feeling was blunted.
ivould have told you they suffered none
:he less because they suffered dully.
It was in 1SG3. The Federal forces
inder General Paine were in possession
)t this part of Tennessee, and he had
lis headquarters at Tullahoiua. not

If teen miles away.
St rat Li Dor ο tiau

oeen wen

smiipeu

ui

for many a day. Even the four
:wii and fifteen year old boys were
iway fighting. Hut until this morning
ι few male persons were to be seen
aen

ibout, and, though usually they were
>ld or sick or deformed, the sight wus
comfort to the weary eyes of the wo·
uaukind.
Rightly or wrongly, they
io\v involuntarily felt as never before
I he superiority of the dominating sex.
] t was they who were fighting out this
var. and even the least awe Inspiring

represented the power that carι led fate in its hand. And now today
| icre they were, left without a man—a
vhite man. that Is—in Strathboro. No;
lot literally without one. Uncle Billy
( Caldwell,
aged eighty-two. still sat at
îouie In his big chair, qulverlug and
jewlldered. aud Blossler, the Frenchι uan. was also left behind.
This peculiar state of things was
nought about by General l'aine In his
'fTorts to stop sudden Confederate
'aids upon his bridges, railroads and
clegraph wires. These attacks were
ihvays made and the offenders gone
>efore punishment could reach them,
tnd under fresh provocation General
l'aine had conceived the Idea of boldnan

ng the few remaining and helpless
uale citizens of Strathboro responsible
or the doings of the soldiers he could
lot catch. So this morning an armed
quad had descended upon the dlsleartened little town and had marched
iff to Tullahoma the lame, the halt

ind the blind. Falstaff's army
obust body compared to this handful
if mutinous spirits.
Uncle Billy Caldwell was not only
lghty-two, but he weighed nearly 300
If taken, he was obviously
lounds.
ure to die on the way, and that would
nevitably cause some delay and lnonvenience, so It was plainly discreet
was a

hat he be left behind. But, as to the
rrenebman. there was no logical reaIt
on for the leniency shown him.
rae simply that the Anglo-Saxon couuerors
had. In common with the
mgloSaxon conquered, so deep a feeing of bis foreignness that he seemed
The question
utside of humanklud.
f taking him to Tullahoma was dis-

missed with a grin, as It might havel
jeen had it referred to one of Uncle |
Billy's ancient hounds. But old Bios»ler himself naturally took no such
He understood
.lew of the matter.
Bngllsli very imperfectly, but he be·
leved that France was honore:! in his

Abortion

Prevented|

Saved a Calf-Saved a Foal.
"I lost four calves and
Hood
had three more cows that
ehowed signs of abortion.
One lost her calf the year
a little over 8
Abortion before at She
was about
months.
months along and her
Cure 1adder
was badly swollen.
[ gave her Hood Farm Abortion Cure as
directed for three weeks. The swelling all
left her and two months later she dropped
I had a mare
the best calf on the farm.
that showed signs of abortion. Gave her this
remedy and she foaled a'llving colt." R. C.
Γηομρβοι», Dows, Iowa.
Two slzes-fl and $2.50. Large four times
dollar size. Call for treatise on Abortion
ind Failure to Breed.
Hood Farm Remedies are for sale by
V. A. SHUBiLurr & Co, South Parle, Me.

Farm

hut he was a Frenchman.
Yes; he was a Frenchman. That was
itill clcar to even his poor confused
,raln. though little else autobiographc il was.
lie was not old in years, not
mich more than forty, but the adjecive was more than an epithet; it was
lesciiptlve of his relation to life. How
ie had drifted to Strathboro he would
iave found it hard to tell.
He had
liin memories of barricades and danhis
gers and swelling emotions in
•outh. and he cherished them and
round them gathered vague sentl·
uents of patriotism that still stilloil
vithin him at the mention of France
md of liberty, but the changes of the
rears had been too much for his pow>rs of synthesis.
He had been hustled
hrougb too many and too varied
,cones; he could not untangle the coil
if memory; he was confused; he gave
t up; he lived on from day to day.
For live years he had so lived In
Strathboro. He maintained himself by
lolng odd Jobs of many kinds—nursing

fear prevailed.
Blossier was a little man. a little,
thin, dim, hay colored man, but with
so French a face and of a type so associated in our minds with dark coloring that it seemed as If he must have
faded to his present tints after centuries of exposure to the weather.
The viol was much taller than he
was, and of course after he began his
patrol at 10 o'clock he soon found
more reasons than sentimental ones
for wishing It something else.
On his first round he stopped in
front of every door on one side of the
street and boomed forth a few deeply
buzzing bars of the "Marseillaise" or
still more unfamiliar and dislocated
strains from "Orpliee aux Enfers."
He had vague doubts as to the appropriateness of Offenbach, but the jolly

he sick, laying out gardens, particuurly tlower gardens, and tending them,
nendlng furniture, painting indoor
voodwork and making odd toys which

particularly

adored, in fact,
bildren
did all these things and others un
•ommouly well, else in this slave own·
us community he would have had
lothing to do. He never had much, and
he war had not Increased his income.
»ut he lived some way in the queer
ittle hut he had built himself in u
vorjiout abandoned field at "the edgt
,f the town." and he had so far re·
leemed a portion of the exhausted
and as to have a flourishing bit of gar
len at his door, which of course was a
Teat help for the summer. Ile did not
et urn In kind the good natured curious
ontcmpt Strathboro felt for him. No.
ii bis muddied way he was cosmopollan and felt for his neighbors a regard
bat in some cases was almost affec
ion And now today as he etood in
be middle of the old turnpike and
matched Ills feeble and saddened fe
ow townsmen as they started with
belr armed escort upon their long, hot
ie

aarch his heart yearned with anx et>
or them. He had nursed Mr. 1 attu
brough that spell of typhoid ^vertlmi
iad left blm so weak; he remembtred
Pembroke·» broken les. new
iroperly set. and how much
Uvays started it hurting; he lookedup
t the lofty head of old Judge Caldwell

ΐΐ,,

awe

and wondered tow

he soldiers could thus humiliate di.nl
ν and worth. Hut it was when his eje·
urned back to the hollow eyed, stal ing
roinen. hanging over gates and out ο
dndows and forth from gallerj etc »
ο see the last of the prisoners, that hi.
eelings choked him. He alone was lef.
uii'ui.

Ι» after years this whole Incident
ook a humorous tone In Strathboro
raditions. hut the comical side of i(
ras pretty well lost sight of at the
ime. Several citizens, on suspicion of
iding iu the depredations of soldiers
nd bushwhackers, had been shot re·
ently in that same Tuliahoma camp.
nd now the wrathful general was
wearing he would keep his communl
atious open if he had to kill every
aan along the whole line of the rail
oad. The sunlight seemed a glar.·
ather than a radiance in Strathboro
hat day.
Over the hill the marching men
assed out of sight, leaving a faint
rail of dust, like smoke, behind them.
ilossier went up the street and stopped
t Mrs. Pembroke's gate. She was a
•idow. and Jimmy, whose lame leg

tlossier so sorrowfully remembered,
ras lier only A>n. She sat 011 her front
teps. her gray, disordered head in her
ands. Blossier bared his as he stood
lere silent.
"Oh. they didn't take you!" was Miss
atherine's salutation when she finally
ην

him.

"Non. madame. I rest here for to
rotect ze ladies. I am rejoice to aid
ou of any manière. Ze gouvernment
îgard my country, voila Je—bow you
ty—I is here. Command Blossier.
ladame,"

"There ain't anything you can do,"
lid Miss Catherine wearily, and she
nt up and went into the house. She
lought It hard that she must be bothred by old Blossy Just then.
As cvenii.g drew on Blossier rellected
lat in the long silent stretch of the
Ight would lie the severest trial to

the ladies'" strained nerves.

He put

Imself in their place and conjured up
chat he conceived to be the fears bov
ring in their imaginations. Ilis good
(flees had not been rejected always
uring the day. He had helped one wo·
nan with her fretful sick child; he had
rought wood and water for others who
rere deserted by their servants. But

t'hat could he do at night?
He was sitting in his cabin, gazing
westward into a serene, cloudless,
irimrose sky. As he got up and turned
udoors his eye fell on a queer, big
omethlng in a dark bag in a dusky
orner. He had an inspiration! In that

tag was an old viol, a double bass, a
elic of a time, draped In the mists of
ntiqulty, when Blossier had "assistai" in a theatrical orchestra.
Perhaps few instruments are less
idapted to the purposes of a strolling
erenader than a double base, but as
ilousier caught sight of his it was to a
light of serenading that he dedicated
L He would systematically patrol the

own, and from that double bass should
Bsue strains assuring the poor ladies
hat a friend was near and on the

vatch.
To be sure, as he considered the
icheme he felt keenly the musical liuitatlons of a double bass. He knew
hat his was not even good of its kind,
le bad regretted before that Kate at
he time she made music his resource

lud not thrown a more companionable
Mtrmoani jutu hip hands, but never

.i'

--.r.

7

I

blackened, fighting at the close quarters of a death struggle an enemy
that was not his enemy, gaining a victory that did not save him.
The Joyous light was pouring over
the summer earth in delicate, «latins
wavelets when the last iiume flickered
feU flUlid tbe ciudt'rs
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Cindy, "and take Janey with
tbc^· The children
11 look utter her a while."
As she spoke she was cutting his
clothes away from Blossler. His arms
seemed badly burned. She saw this
had better be done before he became
DûW

ïrînïÎ lL:HvlbL'r

conscious.

;

"Do you k?,°w the news?" called
Kitchens
Mrs.
Pembroke to Mrs.
across the way, hurrying out to the
front gate, while her breakfast was being put on the table. "The town came
within an ace of burning to the ground,
lock, stock and barrel, last night. Jane
»Ic<irath's house wus aiire, and old
Blossy-Mr. Blo»«y. 1 reckon I feel like
calling him to^ay-put it out. and he
got burnt mighty bad. Old A'nt 'Cindy

over hours ago to fetch Mary
Hell to come help Jane ûx him. They
ain't got no idea how It caught. The
children. A'nt 'Cindy's grandchildren,
and dttle Janey had been piling up
some rubbish 'gainst the wall, making
a playhouse, and that was where the
tire begun. You never can tell what
children are up to. Like as not they'd
been trying to roast corn or something.
There was a right smart south wind
blowing early, and if Jane's house had
got fairly caught- No; 'Cindy said
they didn't think Blossy was burnt
dangerous. Yes; you're right. lie is
lucky to be In Jane's hands. Jane ain't
smart, but she's mighty clever. It's a
wonder I didn't see the whole thing I
was up and down all over the house
most of the night, and I heard that
poor thing scraping and bommlng on
that there big flddle of his all over tho
town. Yes; It was kind of company
but I lay down 'bout daybreak and got
to snoozing after 'while. Mary and little Mary stayed mighty still. I never
came

walking

rtth pitying

υ irui'L· ιυι

t<*»

bad caught from one of them. He contrived to command the women without
losing a second; he made them poui
water from the floor above; he fought
like a fiend. Suddenly a memory of the
barricades roue clear and sharp withic
mm as he bad not remembered them
or years. The spirit of war swelled
like a trumpet's note within the litUe
man, and his soul responded to its own
cry for the salvation of "les femmes et
les enfants."
It was a sight to see the alien, old
Blossy, η the weird growing light, his
life in his hand, his clothes burninc
upon him, bis face scorched and smoke

Ulusslcr Larcd hie head an he stood there
silent.

fragments he remembered titillated his
wu Gallic nerves so delightfully ufter
he emotional tension of the song of
patriotism and the exhaustion of carrying the viol that he concluded the
adies, too, must surely tlnd them
:heerlng.
Some of them confessed afterward
iiat they were comforted by these
! >ounds a· of a gigantic bumblebee in
Others said they
musical practice.
tvere so queer and foreignlike they
lonesomer than before.
They fairly "loved" to hear even that
•Id tiddle grumble out an attempt at
liade

them

'Dlxey" or "Julianna Johnson Coming
, ο Town." The night wore on—
<

And. oh, how slow that keen eyed star
Has tracked the chilly gray!
What—watching yet? How very far
The morning lies away!
Mrs. Pembroke, moved by a half eon-

ι icious remorse
<

1

ciousness,

for her daylight ungraout to her gate us

came

Blossler stopped there for the second
:ime and asked him in to have "a dram
ind a snack."
Pretty Miss Molly Boon called to him
>nee as he went by her mother's house
ind asked him to come in and help her

Miss Molly gave
aiove a sick child.
aim a cup of coffee. The east was gray
ivith the welling dawn when Bloesler,
ft eary enough, stopped before the last
tiouse at the end of a street. His bow
irm dropped; his eyes fftstened them-

selves on a corner of the house. Yes;
there it was—Are! À curling spit of
Hame leaped, vivid in the darkness,
iround the corner above the floor of the

porch.

The double base fell. Blossler ran up
the walk. Before he could reach the
Liouse the sneaking flame had grown
bolder. It had fastened itself into the
kvooden pillar by the wall. He shouted;
lie threw a stone at the door as he ran.
Ground the corner the tire was burst-

a pile of debris against
It caught like teeth in the
Iry clapboards. The porch pillar was
burning. Blossler ran in upon the blaz-

ing up from
Lbe wall.

ing stuff. lie had torn off his coat and
wrapped it around his lists, and he

kicked and knocked the brands far out
into the gravel walk and the grass,
l'wo women were now beside him. It
looked as if the house would go. The
little flames were burning merrily.
Pliât meant most of the town would

;o, for a line dawn wind was springing
water
up. They brought buckets of
ind a ladder, and meanwhile Blossler
was whipping the tire with a shovel he

Jiching Joints

In the fingers, toes, arms, and other
are
parts of the body, :ire joints that
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
that acid condition of the blood which
affects the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
after sitting or lying long, and their
condition is cc;n::ionly worse in wet
weather.

"It has been a îonir time since we have
My
been without Huod'H Sursaparilla.
father thinks he could not do without it.
He has been troubled with rheumatism
Blnce he was a boy, uutJ Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only medicine he can take that
will enable him to tnkn his place in the
field." Miss Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.

Hood's Sars aparilia
and Pills

Remove the cause o<" rheumatism—no
outward application can. Take (hem.

heard 'em up anu uuwu none uricr

o'clock, but Mary says she

never

11

slept

two hours.
But. I tell you. a man
□ever has the wife that '11 worry over
blin like his mother. I feel like I'll
walk to Tullahoina myself today if I
can't And out something 'bout Jimmy
any other way." And Miss Catherine
wiped her eyes as she turned toward
the house, calling. "Yes; I'm coming."
In answer to a second shrill warning
that breakfast was waiting and leaving Mrs. Kitchens still struggling to
get In her uccount of how she spent
the night.

was about as much Impression
the Incident of the lire made anywhere—the town had come near burning down, but it hadn't Old Blossy

This

is

had saved it. There was something a
little embarrassing about this. It uiude
the usual tone about him seem just at
the time ungracious. Yet what other
there to take.
Anyhow Jane Mctirntb

tone was

was

taking

of him, and if she wanted help
she knew where to ask for it, and—
when wore the men coining home from
Tuliiihomu, and how were things with
care

positive quality of

[to be continu to.]

Cnpld.
"Men Is sho' fickle," said Miss Miami
Brown. "Dey goes back on you on de
The Woe· of

ellghtes' provocation."
happenin'?"
"What's been
Miss Olina Jefferson Tompkins.

asked

Plnkley come arouu'
an', so as not to seem
too willin' an' audacious. I smashed
'im wlf a flatiron, an' Jes' foh dat he
Jilted me."—Washington Star.
"Mr.

Rastue

tryln' to kiss

me,

Teaching Him a Leaaon.
your wife scold you
when you went home so late last

Thompson—Did

night?

Johnson—You don't know what it la
to have a wife who was once a schoolteacher.

She

simply

made me write a

hundred times on a slate, "I must be
home by 10 o'clock."
A Mean Rival.
Miss jEsthete—Oh. I Just adore poets!
What a sad, soulful expression Mr.
Longhan has.
Mr. Sinartchap—You would have a
sad, soulful expression, too, if you were
he
as far behind in your board bill as
is.—New York Weekly

known

reality
Washington's army.
"They called the hero of Stony Point
and the Maum*· rapids Mad Anthony
Wayne," says Mr. Spears. "The title
was originated by an Irish soldier who
had been confined In the guardhouse at
the order of the general, and it was
taken up by the people because of the

wild enthusiasm and determination
with which Wayne led his men when
the supreme moment of battle came.
But observe that when the war of the
Revolution Impended he 'ransacked history* for accounts of battles that he
might learn military tactics, and he
gave his days to the training of hla
neighbors. At Stony Point he led his
Inen in spite of his wound, but in preparing for the battle he appealed to
the pride of his men by parading them
'clean shaved and with hair well powdered,' while the prelaid plans Included even the slaughter of the docs, that
no yelp should betray the approach of
the assaulting host. When In Virginia,
he charged the hosts of Cornwalll*
with only 500 men to back him; when
in Ohio, where the honor of the nation
and the Integrity of its territory were
committed to his care, he took a legion
of 'boys and miscreants' gathered from
the slums and trained them until their
skill with the musket equaled, if It did
not surpass, that of the most noted
backwoods Indian fighter*.
"Mad Anthony Wayne as a leader
In battle was unsurpassed, but It
should also be remembered that hie
record as a drill master Is unequaled."

Tlie lien Who Stayed.
For one woman who dominates her
husband In China there are doubtless
nine of the approved oriental stripe of
huinilitv. Nevertheless Chinese humorous literature abounds in references to
henpecked husbands. Professor Herbert Allen <!lles of the University of
Cambridge told one of these stories:
Ten henpecked husbands resolved to
form a society to resist the Imposition
of their wives. The ten wives heard of
the plan and while the meeting for organization was in progress entered the
Nine of the rebellious
room in a body.
husbands fled, but the tenth one retained his place, apparently unmoved
by the unexpected visitation.
The ten wives, after smiling contemptuously on the one man who remained. went back to their homes, well
content with the success of their raid.
The nine husbands thereupon returned to their meeting, resolved to
make the heroic tenth man the presi-

Λ Witty lt<-]il y.
Whenever the United States supreme
court, on hearing the argument of
counsel for plaintiff in error, Is entirely
satisfied that he has no case, the chief
Justice Is apt to say to counsel for defendant In error that the court does not
care to bear further argument. At one
Lime Hon. Matthew Carpenter from
Wisconsin was counsel for plaintiff in
l'rror and opened the case. Before he
«•as through the court was satisfied
that there was nothing In It, and so
when he had concluded and counsel
for defendant In error arose Chief Justice Waite said, "The court does not
;are to hear any further argument"
Counsel was a little deaf and, although noticing that the chief Justice
spoke, did not bear what he had said
ind, turning to Mr. Carpenter, who
sat beside him, asked what bad been

dent of the society.
When they entered the room, however, to inform him of the honor. It
was found that he was dead. He had
died of fright.
I)an«»hnll Ciauie.

Four wide ones in the third and IIogan

paraded!

to the outermost port precinct for a hassock and
Invested second citadel through (iroogln's Insane heave.
Jones' agile mitt engulfed Smith's
towerer to left garden, but failed to
ferry It in before Hogan's extremities
soiled the rubber.
Donovan Jabbed a solitaire to left
pasture, stabling Dooley, but met his
death purloining a bag. Iluggins made
three frantic lunges at the leather, but
Guff's saffron muff let him amble down
the trail to the initiai roost.

Dooley tilted the pellet

Duffy's steaming grasser to right
meadow incinerated Guff's lingers.
Doyle dunked safely to larboard, '>ut
Brown's swift return of the globule
contributed to Iluggin's demise at the

plate.—Kansas City Independent.
A

General

Invitation.

The old story of the uian who saw
on the rail of the organ gallery in a
little western church a placard bearing the words: "Don't shoot the organist. He's doing the best he can." has
lately been matched by another some-

what like It.
A man recently returned from a mining region where one Sunday he attended a service In the only church for
miles around. As he entered the strains
of an organ, apparently in great distress, reached his ears, and when lie
was seated he looked up to discover
who the

player

was.

On the back of the parlor organ,
which stood on the platform, was a
neatly lettered square of pasteboard
which read, "Come up and try it yourself!"
ReUNNUrltiir UeorKr,
She had been shopping, and he was
naturally disturbed.
"I hope you didn't spend much money while you were downtown

he remarked.

today,"

"Not a cent except car fare. George,"
she answered reassuringly. "I had everything charged."—Chicago Post.

RUTS

The walking sick, what
a crowd of them there are:
Persons who are thin and
weak but not sick enough
to go to bed.
"Chronic cases" that's
occupied
was acMcGrath
Jane
the doctors call them,
what
acknowledge.
counted in Struthboro a particularly
which in common English
a good
dull woman. Strathboro cared
and
sickness.
deal for what It called smartness
there- means—long
carefully classified all examples
but Jane
To stop the continued
of as either bright or deep,
all
McUrath, whom they had known
of flesh they need
loss
known, not
her life, was, as was well
though
nor
deep,
Scott's Emulsion. For the
smart, neither bright
natured,
she was clever—that is, good
Jane was feeling of weakness they
kindly, easy to get on with.
she was good need Scott's Emulsion.
natured;
than
more
good
with that

John
strates

of the professor's favorite replies
to a wrong answer to one of bis questions was:
"Certainly not Any cook would
know better than that"
On the other band, be seemed to appreciate the spirit in some of his students which prompted them to answer
blm back In very much his own tone.
Once when he was presiding in a very
old and faded suit of clothes he turned
suddenly upon a seemingly bashful
man sitting near him and asked:
"Do your eyes tell you the truth?
What color Is this coat of mine?"
Without an Instant's hesitation the
young man rose and said: "I presume
It was onee black. Now it is any color
except white."
That student was passed.

Yes; it was well for Blossler that It
had
was Jane McGrath's house he
saved; it was well that It was on her,
and not another, fell most directly the
debt of gratitude which the whole village owed him, but which the village
was too Btupid and insensible, too preand too selfish, to realize and

—good

In

one

A

It makes new flesh and
gives new life to the weak

system.

Scott's Emulsion gets
thin and weak persons out
of the rut. It makes new,
rich blood, strengthens the
nerves and gives appetite
for ordinary food.
Scott's Emulsion can be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.
There's new strength
and flesh in every dose.
We will be glad
to send you a few
doses free.
Be tare that this picture in
the form of a label it on the
wrapper of every bottle of
EmuUion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c. «id $11 all dniggUU.

Stnril, Coolest Soldi·*
Washington'· Army.
It Spears In Harper's demonthat General Wayne, commonly
as "Mad Anthony," was In
the wariest, coolest soldier In

U« Wti the

The late Professor Vlrcbow wa·, is
hie own country at least, almost as
famous for bis excessive bluntness of
speech as for his very remarkable men·
tal attainments, says the Philadelphia
Press. Often be spoke so unfeelingly
to the students who sat under blm Id
the lecture rooms that they have been
known to leave bis classes and not return.
According to Berlin traditions,

them?

character that cheapens everything
else in this world by comparison—and
in the world
she was the furthest thing
woman.
from a fool; she was a wise

"MAD ANTHONY" WAYNE.

VIRCHOW AND HIS WAYS.
Herr Profesaor Wm Blast, bat Hi
Once Met HI· Hatch.

said.

"Oh, hang It!" replied Carpenter in
tones audible to the bench. "The chief
lustice said he would rather give you
the case than hear you talk."—Youth's

Companion.

Waller* Who Get Most Tip·.
Waiters who receive the most tips,
ays the Chicago Inter Ocean, are usuilly those who have everlasting and
ob-like patience, those who do not
asily take an insult, who ever have a
feasant smile for their patrons, who
ry earnestly to please them and are

to accommodate every
A waiter should never place hixuiclf in a position of expectancy In the
natter of receiving a tip and should
ivold approaching a guest if he sees
I dm in the act of drawing change from
| lie pocket A waiter should never |*>se
is an object of pity with a view to securing a tip. If he deserves a tip, he
iliould let the guest feel within himself
hat he deserves it and if the guest
visiles to give him a tip he will usually

ilways ready

ine.

to catch the waiter's atteution
leave the tip beside the plate. Should
he waiter receive a tip previous to
valtlng 011 the guest, he should lea\e
t lying on the table and then do his
evel best to earn It.
uauage

ir

The American Iron "l'l»nt"

Englishman was being properly
lurprised at the rapidity with which
^ he skyscraper was going up.
The

"Deaii me!" be exclaimed, "it seems
If your buildings grow as rapidly as
rour maize"
"Yes, replied the westerner unblusb1 ngly, "and the process of raising tbem
' β much the same,"
"Fawncy! Won't you explain fur·

\

is

' her?"

"Well, you see, we Just get an Iron
1 liant, put it In the ground, have the
(treet sprinklers water it, and in a
1 uontb or six weeks the skyscraper 1»
ull grown."
And, taking another breath, the cousu from overseas managed to believe
L—Memphis Commercial AppeaL
Applicable.

A Sunday school superintendent In
diking to his pupils about cruelty to
mimais said: "Only a coward would1
ι ibuse a creature that has no way of
Why. children, Γ
protecting itself.
off a
>nce knew a little boy who cut

|
<

I

ralf's tail! Think of It— took a knifo
ind cut the tail right off! Can any
me tell me a verse in the Bible that
tvould have taught this cruel boy that
ie should not have out off the calf's
:ail?"

After a moment's silence η small
asked
x>y held up his hand and when
:o quote his verse ventured, "What
Sod hath Joined together let no man
p it asunder."
Bedford the Foundation.
The Celestial City is clearly the fabric of Bunyau's own imagination, an
elaboration most probably of the town
it Bedford, which, though not a walled
;ltj, had its gates fixed here anil there
to guard the town in troublesome times,
rbe gateways on the old Bedford
bridge, within which Hunyau was Imprisoned for so long and through which
Lie passed times out of number, must
iiave been foremost in the nibid of the

freat dreamer.—Bookman.

I*nor Memory.

Towne—Rather alwentmlnded, Isn't
he?
Browne—Extremely sa Why, the
other night when he got home he knew
there was something lie wanted to do.

but he couldn't remember what It was
until he had sat up over an hour trying
to think.
Towne—And did he finally remember

It?
Browne—Yes; he discovered that he

had wanted to go to bed

delphia Press.

early.—Phila-

Accommodating.

evidently a very obliging boy,
for when be applied to the merchant
for a position and waa aaked his age be
replied :
He

was

"Oh, air, I shall be whatever age 70a
wish me to be!"

Never think so much of a dime that*
you lose half a dollar's worth of peace
of mind worrying over one that la loeL
—Atchison Ο lobe.
J

STATE OF
Aphorisme From Emerson.
Bethel.
Buclcfleld.
OXFORD. 8.3 :
is the image of God; why run Court of County Commissioners, December ses- ==
Man
the
in
occurred
sad
accident
A
very
for
Mrs. Vira Scammon, a professional
sion, A. D. 1903, held at Pari·, within ud
railroad yard Monday after a ghost or a dream?
nurse from Boston, is visiting her father, Grand Trunk
the Mid Countv of Oxford, on the laatTnesday
creed is very simple—that goodness
of St.
the 80th day of
O'Meara
John
My
when
D.
A.
1902,
being
of
December,
evening
J. F. Packard.
HIAI HE.

She (Osfovd pcmocvat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK
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Cdltora ind

FORBES,
A.

E. Fokbks.

TKKM9 —41.50 a ve*r If paid strictly In advance.
< »lhcrwlne #2 00 a year.
Single copiée 4 cent».

ADVKKTISftMKXTS:

All le*al advertisements
tflven three coDMCttve Insertion» for #1.30
per Inch Id length of column. Special contracts
made with local, tran^lent-and yearl" advertl·»·
—

are

ere.

Job Pkistino
New tvpe, fa«t prennes, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Feb. 3.—Oxford
Pond.

Pomona

Orange,

Bryant's

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aunna! Muslin Underwear Sale.
Still D· ln« Bu»lne*>
Money Saving. Stock Keduclng Sale.
(treeη Castile Soap
Notice of Eor· closure
I'rebate Notices.
5 Notices of Apiiolntment.
statement of the Pbvnlx Insurance Co.
Notice In Bankruptcy
Clayton K. Brooks. Attorney at Law.
4 Legislative Ni»tlces.

Legislative

presented.

*^.

0· G. Curtis' crew, who have been cutopposite Hillside Cemetery, are
about finishing the pine and will go to
Sumner and cut cord wood for a while,
returning later to cut the cord wood
here.
Miss (trace Doe has been here from
Mass.. ou a visit to the family of her father. B. S. Doe.
The I'niversalist Circle will meet to
sew with Mrs. Pierce next Saturday afAll who desire to
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
assist are invited to attend.
On Friday evening, Jan. 30, in the
church hall, the Baptist Circle will give
Supper at
a supper and entertainment.
0 o'clock. For entertainmeut "Aunt Jerusha s (Quilting Party" will be given with
the following cast of characters:

*|?Κ

J'ambridge,

Patr^'ngb^™:

hi a

upon

^posed

by designing strangers, but itmay
lingering remnant ο

he\J
go(^a

notion that one « making a
"
trade
or the foolish idea that there is
reliable method of getting "somenothing." In one family on.
dollar was given tor live of
ventions" only to put them in the tire att

a™y
SfnTlor

Ml»» Lizzie Krerson
Mrs Kffie Adams
Belle Scribner
Mr*. James L. Chase
Johanna Hind-, (widow
Miss Lizzie Newell
Rachel Gray. Quakeress)
1 alienee Peabo ly, (old maid),
Miss Georgia Garland
Joale Cole
(fCOMlP)
Drusctlla Thompktus, (lecturer)
Mrs. WalterTwltchell
.......
Forbes
Chart»? Cooper, (old maid). Miss Faunte
Mr*. Kverson
Mr*, Deacon Stmkplne
Miss Loulsa'chase
m Kitrxta Pride
Uri CllnUe Shaw
h.ebe Miranda Pride
..

111

—

After the heavy rain of

week and

Mia!

Notes.

hunters' tax law have been

*0000."

y

Wallace Adam*
Hiram V. Heald
James L. Cluse
Squire Pride
Walter Twltchell
Preacher l.ovejoy
InA good time Is expected. All are cordially

John Dow.
Deacon Slmpklns

vltea.

candidacy

Admission 10 tents.

Not Excelled.
[From ibe Exeter (S. H.) New*·Letter.]
The large magazine section of the last

number of The Boston Sunday Herald
notably fine effect in these days of
fast newspaper work and was probably
not excelled by any American newspaper.
The arrangement and artistic beauty of
the illustrations, so admirably brought
out by the skilful work of the engravers, I
and excellence of the printing produced
a result that wan greatly admired.
was a

j

w
iasi
chapel

the M. E.

to the house the most of the time for
Mr. Bryant has the
several weeks.
sympathy of friends and acquantances
for he is often a great sufferer fromι ill
health and a part of the time is unable
to sleep at night.
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler, who has been ill,
is rapidly convalescing. For a wwk a
friend from Portland who was
nurse, staved with her. Since then Miss
Nina Bradford has been with her a part
of the time.
Miss Ola Swan is doing well from her
suruical opération, and is gaining.
Mis S T. White, superintendent of
petitions in the W. C. T. U., has secured
so or more names in this vicinity to
petition to be sent to the legislature a
Augusta, protesting against the re-suouiission of the prohibitory liquor law.
Mrs. Marv F. Marshall, who died at
Romford Falls, on Jan. 18, 1903, aftei
less than two weeks illness of pneumonia, has been a resident ofthiiι tow*
ever since her marriage in 1871, to Mr.
Mrs. Marshal *a*
Geo F. Marshall.
born in Sumner, Feb. 2, 1851 and wa.
the daughter of John M. and Sarah JJ
Her earlier life was spent m
I ane
Sumner and for several years previous
to her marriage she taught school tbert
and in this vicinity. Mrs. Marshall wat
a most devoted mother, and
leavee™4
daughters and >ne son, another litt
girl having died in childhood. Tli<
funeral service was held at thehouseor
Wednesday, Jan. 21, conducted by Rev
F. 1>. Barton of Bethel. A large nurnbei
of relatives were preseut, and consider
ing the unfavorable weather, the™
of sympathize
a good attendance
The manj
friends and acquaintances.
beautiful flowers were a fragrant anc
eloquent testimony to the respec
esteem and love felt for her by relative
and friends. As an expression of faiUi
ful attendance and helpful service t
Universalist Sunday School and fnend
contributed a large floral Ρ"*®· Mr
Marshall was an active and helpful mem
>
ber of the Sunday School and willI
greatly missed. The sincere sympath
of all her associates is extended to tii(

framed

Miss lone Harlow of Dixlield is the
of her sister, Mrs. George M.
At wood.
Ε. B. Curtis and family will move into
j their new home in the Jackson house
thi.N week, aud Fred Shaw and family
will go into the house vacated by Mr.
Curtis.
Maj. and Mrs. J. K. Brincklu entertained a few frieuds at dinner Friday, on
the occasion of the twenty-fifth annia numversary of their marriage. Quite
ber of handsome presents were received.

guest

Lovell.

The officers of Lake Kezar Encampinent. Xo. 20, 1. O. O. F., were installed
Monday night at Odd Fellows Hall by D.
L). (». p., A. \\. Belcher of Denmark,
assisted b.v Patriarchs of Mt. Pleasant
Encampment as grand officers. The
Ielective officers were as follows:

Mr. Monroe Boynton died Jan. 16th,
of pneumonia, after an illness of four
days, aged 04 years. He was an intelligent and courteous gentleman and readily won the respect of all who knew him.
He devoted
He was never married.
much time and money to the great cause
of human fraternity. He had served as
postmaster of Hiram, and was reported
by a government inspector as the most
methodical, systematic, and accurate
postmaster in Oxford County. He had
been in trade in Hiram for a long time
and was strictly honest in all his dealings. His funeral occurred at the Universalist church Sunday forenoon where
he bad long been a regular attendant.
Rev. H. H. Uoyt preached an excellent
sermon, alluding in touching terms to
the pure, peaceable, and kindly life of
the deceased. He was a member of the
G. A. R., I. O. O. F., Rebekaha, Eastern
Star, The Red Men, the K. of P., and
a
o_M degree Mason, and the seven
orders were represented at hie funeral,
some seventy
M&tons and Knights of
Pythias marching in the proceeaion.
Glreenleaf Lodge, F. & A. M., of Coraish rendered him Masonic honors.

at

it

...

Mr. Peaslee of I'pton presented a petition of II. K. Godwin and »!·*> others,
citizens of the towns of Bethel, Newry,
Hanover, (Jrafton and I'pton and Kiley
Plantation iu tue county of Oxford that
the bounty ou bears be restored; also
petition of the selectmen of Byron, and C. I'—Charles \V. i'arrloKton.
H. P.—Kdwar·· McAllaster.
others, citizens of Byron. Roxbury,
î>. W.—C. 11. lirowu.
Andover and other towns in Oxford
·'· u ·—Frank Harmon.
Scrll>e—F. W. Rrown.
county, that the bounty on bears ami
Treas.—U. A. Kimball.
wild cats be restored.
Mr Mclntire of Waterford introduced
Supper was served in the town hall bean act amending the law regarding the
fore the installation. There were 110
transportation of animals.
preseut at the supper.
Mr. Furbush of Kangeley presented an
1 lie tuncial ot Mrs. Kate Farrington
a
certain
in
C. F.
act to prohibit bait tishing
was attended Saturday by Kev.
its
and
river
portion of Magalloway
Sargent from her late residence.
tributaries and various ponds in Oxford
Preston \\ Charles has sold his busicounty. These ponds are Sunday pond. ness at Fort Worth, Texas, and is stopLong pond, Partnacheene lake. Walls ping at the home of his father Warren
pond. Otter pond. Bump pond. Billings' Charles.
t larence Wiley of Fryeburg is at the
pond. Barker's pond. M. T. Abby pond,
Upper and Lower Black ponds, Cupsup- village making some changes in the teletic ponds and Lincoln pond.
phone. A larger switch board is to be
Mr. Hill of Browntield presented a bill put in at Dr. Xoyes' and the village inon
animals
wild
to
hunting
in relation
struments connected with it.
cultivated land. The bill prohibits all
On Friday evening of last week there
cultivated
was a I nion Circle of the Center and
persons fromentering upon any
lands in this state for the purpose of hunt- λ iliage societies at the parsonage. There
ing moose, deer or other wild game with- was a large number in attendance includout proper permission of the owner, under
ing a delegation of nine from the Stow
and Chatham Society. Eight dollars was
penalty of not less than $10 or more than
5100 to be recovered by complaint or in- realized which was presented to the pasdictment in a court of competent jurisdic- tor to "squander" as he saw tit, but the
tion, in addition to a suit for trepass and real idea was that the money was to
The bill also
a suit for actual damages.
help in paying for the telephone that has
provides that it shall be lawful for any recently been put into the parsonage.
and raising
A. M. Pottle lost a good fat hog reperson cultivating the soil
the same
crops in this state to protect
cently. Xo reason given. He just lay
from the depredations of all wild animals down and died after eating his breakby destroying or shooting them when last. Probably heart failure.
caught in the actual act of feeding upon
Wilson's Mills.
or destroying said crops and that said perentitled to the
son or persons shall be
S. M. Yates and fatuilv liave returned
belies of all animals so slaiu for their to take
charge of Camp Meadows for the
personal use.
Parmac been eu Club.
lias
Kumtoru
Mr Pettengill<>ί
presentThe snow storm of Sunday night and
ed a bill ti> increase the limits of the
Monday obliterated all traces of a road,
Rumford Falls Village Corporation by still
peddlers aud book agents come.
including the land which was formerly
Wm. Spencer was in Thursday.
the Charles F. Ν heeler farm, above the
Rev. W. B. Hague of Bridgton came
falls.
iu Thursday and held services at the
A resolve introduced last week appro- school house
Sunday forenoon. Miss
priates $75,000 for the use of the Maine
Addie Flint played the organ.
the
in
Mate Sanatorium Association
Elwyn Storey is goiug to Errol to
establishment of a sanatorium for con- school.
be
sum
to
the
half
in
Hebron,
sumptives
given in 15HKJ anil the other half in 11Ό4.
Denmark.
The resolve was accompanied by a stateTuesday evening the 20th inst., I). D.
ment of the need of such an institution,
(». M. Friuk of Browniield installed the
from the association, an organization of
officers of Denmark Lodge, Xo. 50, I. O.
which Governor Hill is president.
O. F., in a public installation, after
The Oxford County delegation has
which a tine oyster supper was served in
reported ought to pass on the bill in- the banquet hall.
creasing the compensation of the county
Mr. C. O. Pendexter was taken Wedcommissioners from $-.00 to $2.50 per
nesday
night with a severe hemorrhage
day.
of the nose and at the present time of
A very interesting measure was introis unable to be up.
duced in the house Friday by 1 horntou writing
At a public installation held at Lovell,
mainthe
fur
It
of Ashland.
provides
Me., Monday evening, the 19th, D. D.
tenance of all bridges over 50 feet in
G. Patriarch A. W. Belcher of 'Denlength jointly by the state and the county, mark, assisted by P. C. P. Jones as G.
instead of by the towns as at present.
J. \\\. and four P. C. P.'s of Mt. PleasThe report of the state assessors from
ant Encampment, Xo. 14, I. O. O. F., inreturns made to them in accordance with
stalled the officers of Lake Kezar Enthe act of the last legislature, shows that
No, 20, I. O. O. F. There
campment,
such
the
state
bridges.
there are in
was a large attendance of ladies and genof
in
Oxford
are
51»
County,
Of these
A tine hot baked bean supper
tlemen.
which 39 aie of wood, 11» of iron, and 1
was served to all, au*l a pleasant and enof wood and concrete. This bill, while
was passed.
it will have vigorous support, will also joyable evening
have strong opp<»sition, as the etfect of
North Buckfield.
it will be to benefit the rural sections at
Carl Heald has sold his four large
the expense to a certain extent of the
horses with harnesses and sleds to Ε. I.
cities.
Brown, the lumberman, at East Sumner.
Wm. Jordan has hired out to Mr. Brown
Francis Hamlin.
to drive them.
The sick ones in our place are about
Died in Yuba City, Calif., Dec. 14,
as last week.
1«J02, Francis Hamlin.
I. D. Fuller has sold the old powder
He was born in Sweden, Oxford County. Maine, iu 1M7, the son of Francis and mill lot to D. Caldwell.
Mrs. Earl Hammond goes to Brockton,
Rebecca Parker Hamlin, was educated in
the common schools and at Kent's Hill; Mass., this morning, the 22d, on a visit
was
engaged to her sister.
moved to Ohio in 1841 and
in teaching for several years. In 184!)
East Hebron.
with a company starting from Ohio he
After
crossed the plains to California.
of our citizens are sick of late.
Many
mining for a time he returned to Maine Mrs. Jcre Packard is sick, and it is
by way of the Isthmus of Panama in thought she had a slight shock.
1S51; but in lSVi returned agaiu to CaliBaker Phillips' family, all who are at
fornia with a drove of cattle bought in home, have had the
prevailing epidemic
he
California,
Missouri. On arriving in
recently. Harry came home from his
located at West Butte where was his work in the
office in West
telegraph
At first he enhome for many years.
Minot, quite sick with the same comin
afterward
but
in
cattle,
raising
gaged
plaint as the other members of the
raisiug wheat, his ranch being in the family, unable to sit up and euduring
best wheat growing section of the state. much
pain. The doctor says the disease
He always took an active interest in pub- is of the
grippe form.
lic affairs—served one term in the state
Siuce J. Packard went to Mechanic
legislature and acted for a time as coun- Falls as night operator in that station
ty surveyor.
Dea. Fuller is doing, or has tried to do
Mr. Hamlin possessed all the sterling his chores, not
being able to find a comin
New
the
old
traits of
Englanders,
petent hand at doing that kind of work,
temin
and
practice advocating
theory
and tind s the work quite hard for him.
perance, and always opposed to the
Rev. Mr. Kelley is quite active when
saloon. Being a good conversationalist,
any work is needed atmjng the sick, ever
his descriptions of the fortunes and misready to perform a large share of the
fortunes of the miners, the conditions of work of
helping them along.
life at that early day, and of incidents
Rev. Mr. Kelley was called to East
the
and
while crossing the plains
Bucktield last Sabbath to perform the
isthmus, his experiences with the In- burial service of Harry Tuttle, a member
were
dians. &o.,
deeply interesting.
The
»f the East Hebron F. B. Church.
lie was twice married. One daughter roads were badly drifted and
they had a
and
a
first
widow,
his
marriage,
by
very cold drive. Several members of the
formerly Annie M. Stevens of Standish, choir attended.
him.
survive
Me.,
School is now iu progress. Several of
M. M. Hamlin.
the scholars are away, making the school
«mite small at present.
At Least Four Candidates.
Hiram.
of Hon. William T.
The

Haines of Waterville for the Republican
nomination for governor in 1VK)4 was
formally announced last week, and it is
thus made certain that there will be at
least four candidates in the campaign.
There are already in the field Hon.
Joseph 11. Manley of Augusta, Hon.
William T. Cobb of Rockland. Hon.
Charles II. Prescott of Biddeford, and
Hon. William T. Haines of Waterville. A
good old-fashioned fighting campaign is
thus in prospect, such as we have not
hail for a dozen years or more, and it
will be a good thing all around, whoever wins—good for the State, and good
for the party.

preached

Wednesday

Wednesday evening.
Mr G. W. Brvant lias been confined

on

,,

Mr. Philbrook of Oxford presented petition of T. F. Hastings anil six others
of bethel and vicinity to close Songo
pond. in Albany, to ice fishing.
The bill to abolish Fast Day ami establish Patriots' Day in its stead has made
its appearance, ami it is said that it
really looks as if the change stood a
chance of enactment.
It is intimated that Hates College may
join in the call for state aid, and ask the
legislature to build it a dormitory.
A bill has been introduced increasing
the salary of the Supreme Court justices
to

kvenlB* àer-

Meet,Q* ThUT"U*

...

Quite numerous petitions for the enacta

•Wdn*at740ι·

Μ

(deaf)
^epzeliahSpooner,
Hannah Pike, (old maid)

thin! week of the session.
of

Baptist Church, Rev. H. H. Bishop,
Preaching every Sundav at 11 ▲ M.
«.

h"

U8"L*

Jeru-dia Dow

The legislature has passed a busy week,
an<l its business is well forward for the
ment

"'?*'■

Pnlvereailet Cburrh, Rev. J. H. I.lttle. Pastor.
I rea hlDK service every Sunday at 11 a. m.
4ud()%v school at 12 h.

Proprietor·.

Geokue M. Atwooo.

IN ALL

Paris Hill.

27,1903.

*£jnt

About two week· ago a traveling
»»ln t.-» »i»°î »
device tor potting on 1»»P
persuaded some to believe that wben
this marvelous invention was
would prove a great saving of expense
and labor. There would be no trimming of wicks, that article would last
forever; no washing of chimneys for
and
there could be no gas or em«ke
finally it was triumphantly asserted that the oil would last three
«me,» long. II. tad hi·
learned and spoke it well, too
some who were too skeptical to be"·*·
that a piece of metal
perforated with a few holw and placed
over the end of the wick, could ac
complish such unheard-of results.
trial this proves to be a fraud, and this
We
a-'ent must be a wicked deceiver.
would warn all against
and believe that such men should be «
posed. It is passing strange that a to
confiding public will so often be'

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Pre*
Pastor.

A Τ WOOL)

West Paris.

THE OXFORD BKABS.

ESTABLISHED KO.

bereaved family.

"We know not where Hie Islande lift
Their frontied palme In air.
We onlv know «he cannot ilrllt
Beyond Hie love ami care.

Charles R. Whitten of Augusta has recently visited his mother.
A young son of Rev. Mr. Turner has
been having financial troubles, by swallowing two pennies. There was no receiver appointed, since he early resumed.
Drs. Caldwell and Heald were summoned in haste to Hartford Center Friday morning to attend to a man crushed
by the cars. His thigh andjone arm were

Bridges, Quebec, was thrown from his is the only reality.
Men are respectable only aa they reCoroner
killed.
train and instantly
Grover took charge of the remains and spect.
Nature bates monoplies and excepthey were forwarded to bis family.
O'Meara was a young man and well tions.
Nature loves analogies, but not repespoken of by all wbo knew him.
Senator Philbrook was accompanied titions.
Never mind the ridicule, never mind
by Mrs. Philbrook when he returned to
Augusta. Mrs. Philbrook will spend the the defeat; up again, old heart!
No aristocrat, no prince born to the
remainder of the session there.
has been in town purple, can begin to compare with the
Mr. Harold

Chapman
broken besides other bruiees.
of the saint.
Old people's ball at Nezinscot Hall this week selling nursery trees and self respect

turned out 52 paying couples. shrubbery.
The severe cold weather of the first
Payne & Plummer's Orchestra furnished
return
music. F. A. Robinson of Hotel Long days of the week prevented the
of some of the Academy pupils.
furnished a turkey supper.
Mrs. Ira Jordan spent Thursday in
6. M. Atwood of Paris was in town
Lewiston.
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lord are at home from
Stanley Bisbee of Rumford Falls, Geo.
Merrill of Turner, Mr. Gammon of Me- Boston, where they have been several
^
chanic Falls, with their wives attended weeks.
the ball.
Large quantities of wood, timber and
Apples are flat, and with all the flat- bark are being hauled into the village.
ness 1 have not been able to buy a single
Friday afternoon and evening the stuanpeck of good apples at the stores, ex- dents of Gould Academy held their
cept perhaps once, and that was nual fair and supper in Garland Chapel.
The audience rooms were very prettily
4,skacely."«
decorated and the several booths in
which useful and ornamental articles
News reaches us of the death in Lowell,
were sold, were bright with bunting,
of
Mrs.
Elzade
M.
French,
Jan.
8,
Mass.,
decorated in the red white and blue
part
and
Mrs.
of
Isaac
11.
Clarinda
daughter
and many with the class colors, blue and
5. (Morton) McDonald, who lived in this
The
genervillage, thirty-five to fifty years ago. yellow.to the public responded
soliciting committees and
She was the younger of two children, and ously
the young ladies showed remarkable
was born here, in
July, 1849. Her taste
in arranging the artioles, and the
brother, Clarence, lived in Massachusetts
several booths were very attractive. A
aud went to Missouri, shortly before his
supper was served to a
death, a few years ago. Mrs. French very appetizing
number. The supper was followed
lived in Lowell from the time of leaving large
and
a
this place. She was twice married. Her by very pleasing entertainment,
the fair of 1003 will be added as one
first husband was named Baldwin. They
success for the teachers and pupils,
had two children, both of whom died more
Saturday morning the thermometei
while small, and Mr. Baldwin has been
10 below zero.
dead many years. She worked as a mill registered
The town schools will close Fridaj
hand till her second marriage to Joseph
with public exercises.
A. French, who died, last summer, after
The Federation of Clubs will be enter
three years of happy married life. She
tained by the Ladies' Church Aid of the
lived with her stepson till taken to the
M. £. Society, Saturday, Jan. 31.
hnepital, sick with pnemonia from which
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Holt have ar
she failed to recover. Her last visit to
where they wer«
Buckfield was in 1892, when she spent the rived from Harrison
married one week ago.
Many gooc
summer with her aunt, Mrs. Daniel Clark
wishes are expressed for them.
of Liberty, who was then residing here.

Thursday

Fryeburg.

a

Mr. and Mrs. George Page entertained
number of their friends at whist Tues-

day evening.

The Freshman class gave their first
sociable Wednesday evening.
Miss Mary Howe, who has been quite
ill for a few weeks, is able to be out.
Miss Whitney of Portland is at Mr.
Wm. Gordon's.
The G. A. R. of Grover Post united
with the Ladies1 Relief Corps on Friday,
Jan. 1β, for their annual installation,
Mr. Allen of Conway installing the officers of the Post, and Mrs. Sawyer of
Portland the ladies. She also presented
the Corps with a beautiful flag.
A Bupper at New Church Hall Thurs-

day evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ward have returned from Portland, where he has
been treated for nervous trouble. Mr.
Ward will go to Portland once a week
for further treatment.
Khetoricals at the Academy Friday
afternoon.
Married at Dr. Jordan's Wednesday
evening, Miss Annie Gilpatrick and Mr.
Albert Smart.
Friday evening the Knights of Pythias gave a ball at Wiley's nail. Supper
was served at the Arguenot.
Mrs. Whitney of Washington, D. C.,
has returned to Miss Abby Page's.
Mrs. Susan Tucker is failing fast.

Bryant's

Pond.

No man ever stated his grief as lightly
he might.
Obedience alone gives the right to command.
Omit the negative propositions; nerve
us with incessant affirmations.
Prayer is the contemplation of the
facts of life from the highest point ol
view.
Prosperity and pound cake are for very
young gentlemen, whom such things content.
Put God in your debt; every stroke
shall be repaid.
Rectitude is a perpetual victory.
Self-trust is the essence of heroism.
To be greatde to be misunderstood.
Sincere and happy conversation doubles our powers.
The false prudence which dotes or
health and wealth is the butt and merriment of heroism.
The beautiful rest on the foundations
of the necessary.
The condition which high friendship
demands is the ability to do without it,
The disease with which the human
mind now labors is want of faith.
The essence of greatness is the perception that virtue is enôugh; poverty is it*
as

!

!

ornament.
The good spirit of our life has no hcav
en which is the price of rashness.
The great are not tender about beinp
obscure, despised, insulted.

Mid month.

Stock Reducing Sale.
Suits and Overcoats.
fresh stocks
goods
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for
County roads duly located and open and
travel lying la
(n said
tracts of land hereinafter ment'oned
the conCounty, for the pi.rpo«e of aseert lining amount
ditions of said ro id* and estimating the
be safe
as
to
so
In
>
same
repair
noeded t put the
and convenient for public travel; and It appearnot
were
roads
said
that
said
Inspection
ing on
for
in good repair ami not safe and convenient
should
a
tax
that
and
travel
purposes of public
said
be assessed on said lands for the repair of
roads therein; they do therefore on the 30tn day
of December. Λ. D. 1902, adjudge and order that
the following sum* bo assessed and the same aie
in unhereby assessed upon the following lande hereincorporated townships and tracfar of land
of
the
repairing
for
inafter meDtl-neil,
purpose
(he roads passing through them during the year
1Θ03, to wit:
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
road leadrepairing that part of the County which lies
* ndovor Corner to Upton
from
ing
and
dollars
sum
of
In said Surplus the
ûfty-one
ninety-one cents is assessed as follows:

of the

unincorporated township*

We pride ourselves in being able to present this
we may do
tomers each recurring season. That
our prices at this season of the year.
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i'reston K. Austin, home-tead, 200
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M A. I.ovijoy, homestead,
Henry W. l>unn,oldS. i.arned
loo
homestead,
200
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
Andrew Abbott, lots No. 22A23, UK)
96
C. A. Iiurgess, lot N'o. 30.
Mr*. Charles P. Bartiett and
180
Henry Abbott, lots No. 31&32,
160
George E. Sm th, timber lot,
Κ I. Brown, John Small farm
300
nil lot on Sawyer ISrook,
In er national I'm per Co., E.
Hummer lot-« 44,45and 46, 400
International 1'aper (Jo., lots
40, 41, 42, 47, 48, and Marston
MX)
lot,
Intermr.lomil f'a-ier Co., re■nalnder of towiifehlp except
<1900
lo's,
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Cheaper grades in the same proportion.
and Odd Trousers
Ulsters, Reefers, Work Coats, Underwear
low you get all the profit.
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And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surthe explus Is appointed Agent to superinteml
to law and is
pendltuu <>f the same accordingdirects.
required to give lM>nd as the law
A ndover North .Surplus, for the purpose of
way leadrepairing so much of the County
ing from Andover Corner to Upton ax lies within
said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Sur
plus, the sum of two hundred and eighty-two
•lobars Is assessed as follows :

to our cus-

make great reductions in

$16, $15, $14 Suits and Overcoats,
44
"
44
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# 125 #0iW

of

we

Our Ven's, Youths' and Boys' Suits and Overcoats
we have marked way down.
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7 50
The Average American.
250
Ilenry Gannett is the author of ar
β 00
200
12 00
400
article recently published upon "The
:i 00
loo
Average American." According to Mr
1 95
65
Gannett's figures, the average Americat
3 30
110
is thirty-seven yearc old, lives on a farn·
3 75
125
Andover.
near Columbus, 0., is married and ha.*
Died in Andover, Jan. 16, Miss Jose three children; is five feet eight inchet
7 50
250
in height; weighs 150 pounds; is ar
pliine Tobin, aged about 55 years.
7 5fi
250
Nearly every one has got his io< octoroon in color and Anglo-Saxon it
harvested and wood up.
blood; is worth $5000, and has ar
18 01'
600
Quite a deal of logging is being done annual income of S750. His family live
to the local mills.
well, consuming 1250 pounds of fiour, (K
10(
of
t(
of meal, 750 of meat, 750
Hev. Mr. Holden has been called
potatoes,
6D00 180 00
public
the Congregational church but have not of butter and 300 of sugar. They drink
#'282 00
libera
and
a
than
tea
Mr
coffee
Rev.
more
heard that he has accepted.
And It Is hereby or-lered that the tax assessed
Waterworth has gone to Falmouth allowance of both.
K.
Austin, K. A
Pre-ton
The foregoing is a concise summarj against ( has. Chase,
where he takes charge of a parish.
I.ovejoy. Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott,
At the election of officers in the Υ. Ρ of the average American's material con C. A. Burgess. Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
dition. Mentally and morally he is noi Hi nry Abbott, George K. smith, and Ε I. Brown,
S. C. Ε., the following were chosen:
of the Internawithout defects. lie is an omnivorou: together with #83.50 of the taxe*
HreMilent— K. M Bal ey.
th nal Paper Company, amounting In all to
Vlee-I'resl'lent— D. W. Barnes.
newspaper and magazine reader, bu {160 00 l-e e pcnded .upon the road leading
Secy.—Mr». J. L Balky.
isn't distinguished for his familiarity from Andover to Upton, and I.lncoln duller of
Treat».—-tolle Bailey.
to expend the snnie,
Ile drinks eight gallons ο Upton Is appointed Agent
with books.
Music Committee—Mr». W.S. Newhall, Alio
and Is required to give bond as the law directs.
I'oor. Kva AU'lrews, Helen Alter*.
and seventy-five gallons of beei
\nd the balance of said tax assessed agalm-t the
spirits
A. M. Elliott D. W
Lookout Couiiuttiee
and uses twenty pounds of tobacc< International I'aiier Companv, amounting to
Barnes.
the Black Brook road,
He doesn't attend churcl $12.'.'*), be expended uponAndover
Braver Meeting Committee—J. H
Bailey, Ε annually.
Is nppolnfd
Κ Porter of
I aud Henry
M. Bailey, Laura Balle v.
very regularly; swears like a pirate wliei I agent to expend the sime. and Is required to
Flower Committee—Lizzie <3 reg/.
he is angry; spoils his wife and childrei xlve bond as the law direct*.
Miss Nellie Ripley is visiting in Law by indulgence, and spends $100 a year οι
Township Letter "C" for the purpo*e of
the Black Brook road, so called,
rence, Mass.
his clothing. He is energetic above thi
repairing
In sal<i town-hip, and also the "Carry
to
Somer
has
Mrs. Henry Mills
gone
average of mankind, and is supcrficiall; lying
so called, which lies In said township,
Itoad",
to
her
visit
menta
ville, Mass.,
daughter.
intelligent, but lacks in thorough
sum of too hundred and tlfty dollars Is asI the
training. He started to get on too early ii 1 ; sesseil as follows:
Hebron.
on
educa
a
waste
time
life to
thorough
S
In his sermon last Sunday mornini j tion, and is disposed to regard a complet
1*
ornamenta
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more
°
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Dr. Crane took up
subject
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It was very interesting alike to young am 1 than useful.
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C
ol<
of
the
the
old, especially
history
Water Power Co., of
Union
Academy boll which has called people ti
I.ewlston, dam. lotaml build200 #5000 #100 0(
church since 1847 till within a very shor
ings,
T. U. Coe, one third, David
time. The new boll is very pleasing, bu
Wheat.
A
Maria
un
Pingree,
whether it will be loved by the olde
land Λ Anna P.Peabody,twothirds of remainder of said
generation as well as the other is a ques
1803—1003.
township except public lots, 19500 7500 150 Of
tion of time.
The Ladies' Circle held their annus
meeting Tuesday in the vestry, wher
And Henry Κ. I'urtcr of Amlover 1b appointed
A «cm to expend the mime ami 1b required tc
supper was served.
bond as the law directe.
An all day grange meeting Wedne;
give
With the coming year the Kantern Argue wl
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
day. It would be interesting to kno> round out a century of falthiul, honorable an
bo much of the County roa-l leading from
how much rain it would take to dam
progressive cervlce and will take rank with th Andover to Upton as 11«:m In said Surplus, tin
the ardor of the Grangers when a meet
se'ect few centenarian ncweptpere of th
sum of thirty live dollars 1b assessed as follows
ing is in order. That of Wednesday wa country. This event will be recognized b Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
three hundred acres, exclusive ol
not sufficient.
In
mechanical
further Improvements
equlpmer thousand,
lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe ol
Mrs. Chase who is stopping with he
Am
and Increase of news gathering facilities, thu
angor, and two-thirds by DavM Plngree,
Maria WheatNnd ami Anna P. Peabody
daughter at the dormitory, fractured
maintaining and strengthening the position tli
Benni'tl
and
of
the sum
thirty-live dollars;
bone in her wrist Sunday.
Argus has attained among the leading newi
Morse of Upton is appointed Agent to expeml
A large quantity of ice was harvester
the same and Is required to give bond us ihc
papers of New Kngland.
before the rain.
law directs.
The chief Maine exponent and champion c
Marshall brothers and Ε. N. Glove
Jeffersonlan Democracy, the Argus Is broad 1
Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
have been hauling wood nearly all wit
of repairing the only County roail therein
Its views, fair In tone, clean In character an
of flfty-two dollars and llfty-elx
sum
the
ter.
In Its
of Information. For thee
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Wooden Clothes Pins, per doz.,
(Iorsford's Making Powder,
Kumford Baking Powder,
Dunham Cocoanut, 1-2 lb.,
Dunham Cocoanut, 1-4 lb.,
Jell-O,
Seeded Raisins, Blue Ribbon, lb.,
10 lbs.,
Sulphur, per lb.,
Broken Rice, per lb.,
Whole Rico, per lb.,
Shaker's Catsup, per bottle,
3 bottles for
Lamp Chimneys, from
Lantern Globes,
Best Crackers, per 100,
Mince Meat, Armour's and None
:i for

Cooking Raisins,

4 lbs. for
Broken Caudy, per lb.,
Pure Lard. J. P. S., per
Kerosene Oil, per gal.,

Union Rolled Oats, large
Saxon Roiled Oats, large

pkg.,
pkg.,

uaurvn

Post uni,

Coffees.

O0(
00'

Cassia,
Cloves,
Ginger,

$0 00 Allspice,
25
23
23

$0 22

1 0o
20
3Λ
10
25
5o
25

Spices.

$0 09

3.5
0»»
00
0.1
05
05
05
00

"

u
"

1 lb.,
Arm & Hammer, 1 lb.,
Molasses from 20 to 50 cts. per

Soda,

ηηΛΠΙΙΛι

ΛΓ

$ 0 25
25
14
14
23
2.5

I shall make a specialty of Teas,
Coffees, Spices and Molasses.

Stickney

Cereals.
pkg.,

pkgs.,

Shredded Wheat Biscuit, 2 pkgs.,
Force,
Grape Nuts,
Grain-O, large pkg.,

25
A good Tea per lb.,
10
13
& Poor's
14
04
Cream Tartar, 1-4 lb.,
04
1 lb.,
00
1-4 lb.,
12 I'epper,
"

lb.,

per

Wheat let. 2

follows :

25 An extra
good Tea, per lb.,
07
( This Tea I shall sample.)

American Family Soap, per bar,
Lenox Soap, per bar,
Pink Salmon, per can,
Tomatoes, per can,

Tip Top Rolled Oats,
3 pkgs. for

02
10
10
15
08
09
11
1 00
05
05

as

Excelsior, per lb. can,
25
'> cans for
5 to 10 Rio and Java, good, per lb.,
07
2 lbs. for
24 A mixture, per lb.,
Such, 00 I am still jelling Ilio 2 lbs. for

lb.,

per

prices

$1.00

Sugar, 19 lbs. for

Tii/rn

IM
111

gal.
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Shall close Store Every Evening except Saturday at 6:30.

RUSSELL,

Y.
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Argus

Eastern

Money Savins,

Commissioners'for the County

A. 1).
of Oxford, In the month of September,
1MIE
1902, provide I by law, made actual inspection
County

^

BLUE 8TORE8.

STRICTLY CASH G"OCFR

South Paris, Maine, Jan. 24, 1903.

After a severe illness of about four
weeks' duration,Alonzo Felt passed to a
higher life Saturday afternoon. The
If you are in doubt of the merits of
It is rumored that Mr. HUborn ii I funeral services were held at the Baptist
coing to leave town, and a Mr. Strout ο
Church. Rev. G. B. Hannaford of RumMechanic Falls is to assume proprietor ford Falls officiating. There was a large
(TltADK MARK).
ship of the Maple House.
gathering of the friends and relatives ol
Miss Nina Bryant went Saturday las » Mr. and Mrs. Felt present. Among them
a Famous
A Famous
to spend Sunday with Mrs. Eli Swan a
was Abner Bryant of Freeport.
Mr. and
So. Paris.
Mrs. Felt were charter members of
Try It !
Try it !
,,
Try It !
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Howard of Massa
Franklin Grange, which attended in a
Liver and
chusetts are visiting a few days tbu 1 body to pay their last respects to hie
The grandest cure in the world for Stomach, Blood,
week at the home of H. G. Brown. Mr memory. The interment was at the
medicine you can take this spring.
best
The
Kidneys.
Brown has been very slowly improvinf family burying ground.
for the past few weeks, and is able U 1
Mrs. Lee Rowe is very eick, and is
Warranted Spruce Elixir has now a reputation for
Parlin'e
walk about the house a little and sit uj 1
failing every day.
in
itself
several hours each day.
Mrs
Prank M
Pnln wan nrn»f,rat.«rl
curing Coughs, Etc.. 25c. and 50c. bottles.
with a severe illness on Tuesday of this
Fust Çiimn«>r
universal
Parliii'w Paill Powders cures Headache in twenty to sixty minutes.
scope
cents Is assessed as follows :
Π
Τ1 ninvor Sa hotilSnrr fhft wnnH f*y
week, and is not improving much at this
and other reasons this old "stand by" of Main
25 cents.
If "Orrieon" was on deck now h< writing. Dr. 0. K. Yates is attending the dormitory.
Democracy and upholder of Maine Interests <
t
1
i
would call this a very "promiscuous' her.
The marriage of llarlan C. Harden am
In
t
thousands
is
wetromed
all kinds,
dally
«
If these Remedies are not absolutely satisfactory to the purchaser,
a
<
Mrs. Minnie Jordan returned from the Mies Nellie May Voorhees of Pougli
winter.
=
Saturday—just lovely, Sund»3
=
Ï
1
M
Maine homes, while the sphere of Its inliuenc
®
Maine General Hospital about two weeks keepeie, Ν. Y., is announced for Sunday
*
a keen cold wave, Monday and Tuesday
refunded
2
5
fi
In all Its varied di
Ο
money
Is constantly extending.
>
h
Ά
ο
:]0 below zero, Wednesday, rainy.
ago, where she had been for an -opera- Jan. 25th.
"Harlie" has many friend
the Argus for th« coming year will I
Leforest Connor, lot 3, Κ. 7, A
partments
Political aspirants never changed tac tion for appendicitis, and was doing here.
ITS $750 $ 5 40
Κ. 1-2 of 4, Κ 7.
its general news servie
abrca-t of the times,
tics oftener. Hut such is life on th< well, but owing to the illness of her baby
Brown, \V. 1-2of 4, R.7,
Thursday evening, the 22d, was ob will Include tho fullest telegraphic and cabl Allison
5 76
800
100
Λ N. Κ. 1-1 of 5, R. 7,
Great American continent. "Into ead with pneumonia, and overdoing, she is served as "Founders' Day. Judge Bon
M. H. Chandler, 8. Κ. 1-2 of 5,
dispatches, presenting In well.arranged form a
Next door to Post Oflice,
now sick in bed.
life some raiu must fall."
address
was
the
was
and
&
R.
S·
of
R.
W.
1-5
b;
A
ney
present
7,
ft,
7,
Maine news an
the world's news of the day.
500
3 00
100
Mrs. Angie Berry still remains an in- President White. We have had no fur
Business about the railroad yards ii
1-2 of « R. 7,
Maine Interests, will, as heretofore, rcclv
H^Regibtered
Est. A. s>. Bean, lots 1 £ 2 In R.
ther report.
lively, and freight cars are in active de valid.
ft. and parts of lots 3,4, ft, A 6,
special attention, for the Amis Is, first of ul
There are a number of small children
maud. Before the railroad was built wt
We were much interested in the las a Maine
it.
ami
4
R.
A
6.
R
4,
8,
U,
5,
d<
ami
Maine
people,
new.-paper for
have hauled cord wood to Buckfield, ι sick with something like pneumonia.
& Ν. Κ. 1 4 1, R. β, and lot 7
number of the Semester. The note 01 voted to Maine Interests of
The Prevailing snoe
every descrlptlot
3<»*)
21 60
725
In Κ 7, A part of li In R. 7,
Mrs. Gerry Wing is very sick with the death of Chas. J. Prescott brough
distance of five miles, and sold it foi
200
1 44
the
coming
year It will keep It I C S Edwards. lots 8 A 'J, R. ft, 175
Throughout
12.00 per cord. Now two horse teami heart trouble.
fur men at this season is our fine
EU 1'eibody and II. P. Wheelup our own school days, which begai readers In c'o»er touch with «tnte and local lr
500
Business is good at both mills, and at with one term, when a
3 60
180
draw in two cords at one load.
er, lots 1,2 A 3, II. 8.
very small girl tcrest- than ever before, covering the leglslatlv
Box Calf Lace
-lo-lali Connor, N. VV. 1-4 lot 5,
the quarry. About fifty men are work- under Dr. A. K. P. Small. We remem
124
13
175
R.7.
procie llngH with full and careful reports, whll
Oxford.
ing there at present cutting stone for the ber little about the students, but tin all
50
36
Ralph W. Bean, lota 2 A S, R. 6, 900
the speelal features that have helped to mak
$8.00.
30
ftO
36
Cred L. r dwards, lot 1, K. 7.
late Rev. A. C. Herrick, Col. F. M
Kev. Mr. Newport and Mr. W. W. An new Grand Trunk depot at Portland.
the Argus one of the best of New England fan:
50
36
I). A. Karwell, N. W. 1* 1. R. K, 25
D. A. Cole, rural letter carrier from Drew, Levi Ludden and Wm. A. Lord ο
drews attended the semi-centennial of thi ,
It has the style demanded by the
llv papers, will be further developed and In
Frank Karwell Eft, S. W. 1-4
this office, has not missed but one day in the Boston
50
36
25
church at Norway.
Transcript, were among th< proved.
1. Κ η.
50
36
dressy man, the comfort demanded by
-Siira'l W. Potter, S. Ε. 14 1, Κ. 6, 25
Also Mrs. Emma Donhan
Installation of officers of the Knighti vetting his mail off on the afternoon number.
John \V. Bennett, X. W. 14 4,
train
since
the
route
was started
Sept. Whitney, and a young lady named Isabc
of Pythias and supper Friday evening
the ease-loving man and the strength and
β
100
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For the month of December he Cummings, with a pretty face and long
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follows:
H. R. Harris 1st.
Aid-on "Brown, V W. Stiles
demanded by the economical
handled
4632
of
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mail,
durability
pieces
registered black curls, we gazed on with childisl
lot',
C. C.; A. F. Smith, V. C.; F.Martin
The Weekly Argus will keep up Its oldtlm
500
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100
33 letters and took 10 applications for admiration. Our next teacher was Misi reputation as a fBmlly newspaper, coverlrg th
Hoary Stile*, boniest· nd,
It
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lot
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Richardson of Norway.
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the subscriber a large volume of uevrs for
Yours Truly,
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Roscoe F. Cro»s, .ot 5, R. 6,
Dr. H. R. Farris was called to Portland bers of the Los Angeles Times. It is happiest school days and will never b< small amouut of money.
hard work to read them, during the
forgotten, but the two loved teacheri
Tuesday.
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we
have had, without casting a bave
TBEinxe.
The Ladies' Aid Society met on Thurs weather
passed away. One term under Dr
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg \cademy
wkhful eye toward that Utopian land S. F.
The Dally'Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month
Neal, and our school days were
day with Mrs. John Robinson.
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The way some people are trying to
SATURDAY EDITION, Is sent at these rates
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North Paris.
keep their courage up is to think that
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District
were wrecked, so that the lino wa« In the mattor of
000
2 42
Kd«In H. Ingalls, homestead, 400
I
15 hundred of green poplar being hauled Co., who are having something of a trade
800
1000
4 02
E-t. of Alonzo Fldeld, "
blocked for some hours.
GEORtîE H. IIERSEY, [ In Bankruptcy.
There
in
are
or
a
small
"
selling exchanging
spring?
copper
many cold weeks
to a load.
200
350
1 46
Wm. Gorman.
Of Buckfleld. Bankrupt. 1
At the time of the accident there were
"
500
1000
4 06
Stlllman N. Llttlehale,
II.
Mrs. Nellie Blood and little son are coin, said to be worth about one-fourth
To the creditors of George
Hersej
ahead.
If
and
are
besides
thu
doubtful
about its
engineer
7ft
31
of a cent, for a cent apiece.
Fred Gorman, W. IT lot 2, R.8, 50
you
The coin on the engine,
In the County of Oxford and district aforesaid
visiting relatives here.
60
200
82
the conductor and head brakeNotice Is hereby given that on the 17th day ol Ι G. F. Llttlehale. homestead,
fireman,
is
about
one-half
as
as
the
large
army
a
Mr.
are
Will Hall and
Κ 15, 200
200
82
Kempton
pack- and
lasting, you had better come in and
man.
The fireman died in a few miu- Jan., A. D. 11)03, the said George H. Hersej Wm. C. Champan lot 1,
82
navy cent so common in war times.
was duly
ing apples here for F. L. Barrett.
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrsl Est. W.W. Mason, lot 3, R. β, 200 200
utes after being taken out. His home
look ours over.
Full lines of
meeting of his creditors will beheld at the Court Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
There are to be school exhibitions in One side contains the words, 1 PENNI,
200
275
1 13
A 1-2 lot», R. 13.
was in Portland, and as nearly as can be House, in South Paris, on the 11th day ol
both the Tuell and Harbor Districts at under which is the date of 1875. The
International Paper Co., bat. of
A. D. 1003, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
Feb.,
from
numerous
made
out
overshirts
are
here
mis-epellings
at present.
All
other
side has a crown at the top, under
the close of the schools; one coming the
township except public lots, 18945 13250 55 48
at which time the said creditors may attend,
which is a scroll capital letter A, while in the newspapers, his name was Elmer prove their claims, ap|>olnt a trustee, examine
evening of February 5, the other Feb. 6, at the
and
$100 00
styles
prices from 50 cts. to $2.00.
bottom are two characters re- C. Munch. The engineer, Harvey Cross the bankrupt, and transact such other buslnese
in the evening.
as mav properlv come before said meeting.
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Rllev Plantation
sembling two figures l's. It is an in- of Portland, had his face badly burned
South Paris, Jan. 24,190β.
to superintend the expend!
Is
Agent
appointed
inbut
his
GEO. A. WILSON,
teresting little coin and well worth the and his collar bone broken, he
turn of said tax ami Is required to give bond as
East Bethel.
was able
Referee In Bankruptcy.
juries were not eerious and
the law directs.
price asked for a keepsake.
Mr. A. M. Bean's house was burned to
John
And It is hereby ordered that said assessment
FitzThe
to
home.
conductor,
A few weeks ago mention was made of
go
be published as the law requires.
the ground last Wednesday evening, the a white birch
was taken to the
K. BROOKS,
tree, from which 23 four- simmons of Portland,
JOHN
M. PHILBROOK. ) County Comr's
21st. Assistance was at hand and most foot cuts of
spool wood were taken. Lest hospital at Portland, where he died the
JONATHAN Β\RTLETT,}
of the
of the furnishings were saved. The barn the fact
brakeman's
The
next
Law.
at
Telephone Connection.
injuries
day.
L. TAYLOR, ) County of Oxford.
Attorney
RANDALL
be
doubted, will here
might
did not bum. Two hundred bushele of state that the
tree in question was were not severe enough to oblige him to
Public.
A true copy—sttcst:—
Notary
all
of
cords
dry wood,
potatoes, many
forked a few feet from the ground, each suspend work.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
the kitchen furnishings,
etc., were prong being about the same
The boiler was not known to be in any
size; hence
fire
unknown.
Cause
of
attenfor
Collections
receive
and
cause
no
definite
personal
my prompt
destroyed.
the large amount of wood the tree pro- way defective,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
tion.
Died in Milan, Ν. H., Jan. 19th, of duced.
the accident can be assigned.
Whereas. George W. KM Ion of Paris, BenJ. L.
Remittances made day claim is paid.
o* I'eru, Wm. D. Irish of Hartford and
pneumonia, Mrs. Olive, wife of Chas. C.
Itowe
All matters reported on promptly.
Four persons have recently died in
John I.. Howard of Mexico, all of the County of
Kimball, and daughter of the late Elias different
of the country with all of
parts
Fatal
and State of Maine, by their mortgage
Oxford
Perhaps
injury.
S. Bartlett, aged & years and 9 months. whom we were
HAS A
once well acquainted.
deed dated the 9th day of January, A. D. 1895,
Notice
Mourning relatives accompanied her to Rev. Ira G. Sprague, Asa Garland, Wilami recorded in the Oxford Registry of Deeds,
book 232, p'ge 382, conve-ed to me, the underher childhood home in East Bethel, liam
will
a
on
The
Committee
and
Judiciary
give
Alonzo
whose
public
funeral SECTION HAND BON OVER BY FREIGHT
Cole,
Felt,
-Uned. a certain parcel of teal esttte situate In
where funeral services were held the was held at
hearing In Its room a< the State House In I'eru, In the County of Oxford and state of
Bryant Pond last Monday.
re assignment,—Thursday, Feb. 12,
AT HABTFOBD.
Augusta.
22d, Rev. N. L. Porter of Milan, Ν. H., Rev. G. B. Hannaford Informed the
and bounded and descrllted as follows:
No.
K2.
On
an
act to Maine,
1903, at two o'clock I*. M.
Ri'glnnlng at the northeast corner of my orchard
»
officiating.
writer that it was the 590th funeral at
regulate the practice of embalm'ng an·! the trans- at
a certain post being the corner post as said
of
who
have
bodies
of
dead
persons
portation
which he has officiated since entering
orchard Is now fenced ; thence nearly south bv a
em- died from infectious diseases
A
Frenchman
named
Japereau,
West Buckfield.
straight line with a birch tree spotted, standing
the ministry.
as a trackman on the Portland
Tuesday, Feb. 10,15)03. at 2 o'clock ρ M. No. 76 on the >outh bank of <*|>ears stream to the
We offer all our left over Decorated Lamps and Shades at
"The last enemy that shall be destroy- ployed
Several of the children are having
and Rumford Falls Railway, was acci- On an act to abolish Fa.t Day and institute center of said stream ; thence about noi theasterly
ed is death."—Paul the Apoetle.
own the center of said stream to the mouth of
chicken pox.
run over by a freight train at Patriots' Day.
dentally
rods
below
the
a
few
Pemerltt
brook
N.
a
small
Two-TMrde Price,
MORRILL
DREW,
is
"There
no
death."—Bulwer Lytton.
Secretory.
Little Rachel Emery spent last week
brick yard ; thence about a northwest course up
Hartford, Friday morning about 7
Which writer told the truth?
with her aunts.
•aid brook to a poplar tree spotted, on easterly
o'clock. One of his legs was broken, his
We are closing out our "Brown Chimes" stock
The Thayer Bros, are hauling Shirley
b.ink of said brook, said last line to Include all
Notice.
shoulder was broken and his right arm
pattern
of said brook and the right of flowage by erecting
Sweden.
Bonney'scord wood.
so terribly managled, that it needed but
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game a dam to raise the water lu said brook to acColored
Dinner
Ware
at
English
Mra. Fred Bennett and Paul have been
Died in Sweden, Jan. 16th, infant son the cutting away of a bit of flesh to will hold hearings in their room, No. 39, at the commodate the brick vanl below; thence nearly
House, as f-Klow· :
of Clarence E. and Lulu Jones. Aged sever it
westerly on a straight line to a cherry tree
quite sick.
TTftlf Price, .10 come on the Dollar.
entirely from his body. His State
Feb. 12th, at 2 P. m., on petition of H. R. God- spotted, stan'ilng at the edge of the woods;
The teacher boarded with Mrs. Arthur 7 months.
condition is very critical.
v
win and 65 others, citizens of the towns of thence bearing a little south on a straight line
Hall last week.
Deacon Samuel Plummer continue·
The man was employed digging out a Bethel, Newry, Hanover, Grafton and Upton, to the Ont mentioned bound, together with the
the County of Oxford, orick yard on said land, and all buildings and
R. C. Lowe is not very well.
very feeble.
switch for an extra freight which was and Riley Plantation, In be restored.
(mp'en'ents used In connection therewith; and
P.
is
on
Saunders
the
sick
Call early and buy a bargain.
Mary Farrar returned to Auburn
list, drawn by engine No. 14. He evidently that the Dounty on bears
Osgood
wh roas the c ndltlon of said mortgage has been
on petition of the selectmen
Feb. 12, at 2 P.
ruesday.
broken, now therefore, bv reason of t· e breach
be
aside
far
something of a lung trouble.
had
enough of Byron, and 88 others, citizens of Bvron, Box- of
stepped
thought
a
foreclosure
the
1
of
condition thereof, claim
Colds and other like diseases are very to let the train pass him, but one of the
bury, Andover and other towns in Oxford said mortgageSumner.
common.
cars caught his coat and dragged him County, that the bounty on bear· and wildcats
Dated Peru, Me Jan 19,1903.
be
restored.
Eva
Lena
and
Ned
Evans,
FRANK DbMERRITT.
Mrs. Annie Abbott visited J. J. Abbott
Maxwell,
beneath the train.
H. A. FURBUSH, Secretory.
Holden entertained the circle Wednes! it West Sumner reoently.
At once an engine was sent to BuckA
time
was
in
relatives
visited
Thomas Glines
day evening. ~very pleasant
field after physicians, and he was taken
LO«T-BlNK BOOK.
NOTICE.
BO
lartford last week.
Market
reported.
to the Sisters Hospital at Lewieton. His
The snbacriber hereby gives notice that he I
Whereas, W. F. Jones of Norway, guardian of
of
Paris
has
MoKeen
administra*
or
of
the
Harrison
Mr·. Elbridge Benson aad two chilhas
been
doubtful.
George
bought recovery is considered very
Noble, has notlfled me In writing that
duly appointed
Ms I ook of deposit, No. 6103. has been lost, and
estate of
Evans* He is 25
< iren
SOUTH
are visiting her parents, J. Dun- S. L. Plummeras and Walter
has
a
old
and
family.
MAINS!.
years
JAMES E. HARRIS, late of Brownfleld.
that he desires to hjve a duplicate book of deposit
' iam and wife, at Dixfield.
apples.
They are being packed bj
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given li-stied to him, notice Is hereby given that snob
Winfield Farrar has moved on to the Harry Conant and Vivian Bearce of Hebonds as the law directs. All persons having book will be Is<ued unless the original book i·
Pension Matters.
demands against the estate of said deceased are presented to me within six months allowed by
bron.
' ate E. P. Sturtevant place.
desired to present the same for settlement, and statute.
Fred Westoli of Bolster's Mills is haulDrusilia A. Chapman of Fryeburg has all
Nettie Morrill, who has been visiting
indebted thereto are requested to make paySouth Paris. Jan. 19,1903.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
1 elatives in Auburn and South Paris, has ing pine lumber for M. E. Perry from been granted a widow's pension of 18.00 ment Immediately.
L.
JAY
ΤΕΙΝΕ.
Jan.
1903.
Mann
lot
month.
90th,
the
Βj Oioftoa H. Atwood, Treasurer.
] «turned home.
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Mra. J. A. Jackson has returned fron
her visit in Boston.
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Augusta Monday morning.
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KMeout, Paator
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School,1-·
Subject at the I'niversalist churcL 10:40 a. m.; Sabbath
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next Sunday, "Games of Chance."
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Going 'town (eR"t)—5 36 a. J»., (dally, Sunday β
Included).930 a. R, « 44) p. M.
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6 00 P- R8:47
Golug up west)—10:00 A. M., 3:38 P.
k m., dally, Sundays Included).
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J 22 A. M.

meeting of

next

the

Friday evening

Kpworth

after class

Mr. and Mrs. Abner Alleu of Bridgton
guests of their son, Percy Allen,

were

over

Sunday.

Miss Annie Davis, who had been visitCHURCHKS.
Rev. W. K. ing her sister. Mrs. C. L. Buck, for a few
Klret Congregational Church.
Brooke, D. f>., pastor. Preaching services, 10:45 days, returned home Friday.
m. and 7:00 p. Μ.; Sunday School 12 M.; Vr
a.
Miss Florence Lowell of Auburn,
P. S. C. E. at6 P. m.; Church prayer meeting on
Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock. All, not other- formerly assistant iu the high school
wise connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor. here, was the guest of Mrs. Walter L.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting. 9:30 A. Uray Saturday.
m. preaching service 10:45 a.m.; Sabbath School
of Mechanic
π'μ., Κ ρ worth League Meeting, 8:15 P. M. ;
M* ». ?tuart· principal
■venlng ρ raver meeting 7 P. m.; prayer meeting Ρ
rails High School, and Mrs. Stuart, were
Tue-lav evening; class meeting, Friday evening.
of
his
and
Mr.
Mrs. J. II.
guests
S.
Kev.
H.
Pastor,
parents,
diikham.
BaptlVt C'hurcn.
(in Sundav, i-reachlng service 10:45 a. m.; Sab- Stuart, Saturday.
00
7
P.
1M.;
meeting
praver
batti School
Eli J. Swan has left the employ of
it raver meeting Tuesdav evening.
I iitversalUt Church. Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor. the Paris Manufacturing Co., and gone
Pitj Iiing service every Sunday at 2 :30 p. m., in
i»ut as organizer for the New England
New llall. Suuday School at 3:30 P. R.
Order of Protection.
STATED
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I lie last article of the series on "Our
Regular
r A A. M.-Paris Lodge, No. »4.
Native Trees," which was due for
Lctlt:k· Tuesday evening on or before full uioon.
is
meetcation
in this issue of the
r.-Mount Mica Lodge, regular
Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
in
deferred a week.
third
and
tlret
Monday evenings
Κ ampment.
of each month.
will
1 he men of the Methodist
Ii if R -Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
serve supper at the vestry, Wednesday
meets second and fourth Fridays or each
month in Odd Fellows' Hall.
evening of this week. The supper will
,,
\ R.-W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14S. meets
be followed
a short entertainment.
:! r-t and third Saturday evenings of each
uii'Qth, In ti. A. R. Hall.
at the
It will be
Kimball Relief Corps meets 41 ret
Wm. Κ
evening,
vestry,
ai 1 thirl Saturday evenings of each month, In
heb.
The gentlemen will serve a
lie lief Corps Hall.
Γ of H.—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, chicken
an enpie supper, followed
.la second and fourth Saturday; (luring the
In tertainment.
α τ alii der of the year, meeta every Sa tun lay.
Ο range Hall.
The C. E. Society of the Congrega
I'.O. U.C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
tional church gave a social last Friday
each month.
V K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No- l&l,
About
young
evening.
ci> second and fourth Weduesday evenings
Home-made candies and
were present.
of >'ach month.
A line time is rewere served.
\ »f P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Crl'iav evening at Pythian Hall.
Modern Woodmen of America.—South Paris
TuesI'vthian Sisterhood,
amp. No. Iu3»~, meets second and fourth
evenings In Golden Cross Hall.
on three
m ike.l the first
Light
Fret! C. Briggs has been in town ;t few lates at the last meeting.
A
M esh mints were served at the close.
days i»u u visit to relatives.
and
team has been

publiDemocrat,

unavoidably

society

by
gentlemen's night
Friday
Congregational
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people

eighty

ipple.s
ported.
Mizpali Assembly,
degree

Jegree

Miss Maud Douglass is visiting relatives iu Canton for a few days.

much

ineterst
winter's work.

The preparations for the International
Ikuaar are going rapidly forward.
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Have vou guessed on the number of
A W Walker A· Son have two car
beans in the bottle to see how near win1 <>ads of coal engaged
from cargoes
ning the beautiful mirror you can get.
Vh.ch arrived in Portland last week, one
in
home
his
at
< •f
(ieorsje F. Merrill died
f.nglish domestic, the other of Welsh
Cornish last Tuesday. His wife, who I he trouble now is to get cart on which
Jeunie
Miss
was
formerly
survives him.
( υ ship it.
rhe Grand Trunk is at presui using all available cars in moving its
King of Paris.
Α ιτ"'·<1 delegation from South Paris >wo coal. If they succeed in
attended the semi-centennial anniversary « ars. two carloads of coal, for actual con>
umption in this village, will be a great
services of the Norway Congregational
1 lovelty and a sight for sore eves.
church on Wednesday.

j

Advertised letters in South Paris postoffice .Ian. 2t5, 11KÛ:
Mrs. Abble L. Foster.
Mr l.erov A. Johnson.
Mr W C. Whitman.
Fred Richards.
.1. G. Raymond.
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thought.
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npoessury

McKay both

and very often
work in the shoe
of the
their two
nome, Search was
Family, are away from home.
<)fu.n
«
made for them
the parents supwere somewhere and
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understood,
umch.'w pwvided f
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all persons Interested In either of the
I Tohereinafter
named :

Beta

At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In t
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tueadaj
January, In the year of our Lord one thouw
The following mat
nine hundred and three
ha vine been presented for the action thereof
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Obdkkku:
That notice thereof be given to all persona
te rested, by causing a copy of this order to
the (
published three weeks successively In at
Soi
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
a
that
In
said
appear
they
may
Paris,
County,
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on I
third Tuesday of Keb., ▲. D. 1903, at 9 of I
clock in tin forenoon, and be heard thereon
they see cause.

before in its history. There are no fa<
tions to mar the work of the churcl
The ladies have come most heroically an
efficiently to the rescue and no body c
women over worked harder than have th
good women of this church and parie
for its financial and spiritual welfare
Since the organization of the churci
in 1853 the total number of person
received into membership is 420. Th
present membership is 181.
In the Christian Endeavor connecte<
LUCIUS C. BATES, late of Sumner, deceasi
Will and petition for probate thereof present
with the church are fifty members. Th
Lewis C. Bates, the executor therein nam*
men's meeting is a feature almost uniqui I by
SARAH R. CROCKETT, late of Paris, <
to this church. The meetings wer
ceased. Will and petition for probate there
started soon after Evangelist Gale's stai
presented by Eliza H. Moore, the executrix the:
in Norway.
In named.
The Sunday echool, of which Eugem
PETER N. HASKELL, late of Waterfoi
N. Swett is superintendent, has 1(W I deceased. Will and petition for probate thei
members. The average attendance ii of presented by Joseph B. Haskell, the execut
therein named.
109. This does not include the lionu I
JENNETTE L. ATWOOD,late of Buckflel
department.
deceased. Will and petition for probate thei
One of the most vigorous in the stati of
presented by George M. Atwood et al, t
is the Ladies' Circle. The president ii executors therein named.
Mrs. Chester Home. Always ready tt
ALBERT O. JORDAN, ward, of Alban
work, the Circle puts a strong shoulder tt First account presented for allowance by Thorn
the wheel in every emergency.
I O. Jordan, guardian.
The deacons of the church are Messrs
ELLEN A. CHASE, late of Paris, decease
Kinal account presented for allowance by Alb
Osgood Perry, W. II. Porter, Irving Beat Ε.
hase, executor.
and H. L. Plu miner.
MARY A. WALTON, late of Peru, decease
Petition for license to sell and convey real e*ta
presented by C. M. Thompson, administrator.
CH ARLES L. BLACK, late of Canton, d
ceaeed. Fir«t account ««resented for allowan
by John P. Swasey, administrator.

Following the history, Rev. Smitli
Baker, D. D., pastor of Williston Church,
Portland, was introduced to give an address. I)r. Baker is well known as ont

of the most eloquent and at the same
:
GRACE L. PACKARD and EDITH
time entertaining pulpit orators in tlit
Petition f
P.CKARD. wards, of Hebron.
state, and his inspiring address was license to sell and conrev real estate present*
heard with the closest attention.
by Fred Packard, guardian.
Iu opening Dr. Baker called attention
ALGERNON G. WALKER, late of Lovell, d
to the incalculable valuo of records such censed.
First and final and private accou
as are furnished by the day's proceed
presented for allowance by Amelia T. Walke
executrix.
be
carewould
that
and
ings,
they
hoped
NANCY H. POTTLE, late of Lovell, dccea
fully preserved for the benefit of future
ed. Final account presented for allowance t
generation*. Ile then announced his John G. Hamblen, executor.
subject as one assigned him, "What the
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Church Stands For."
Judge of said Court.
The value of anything is in what it
true iv>py—Attest
ALBERT
D. PARK. Register.
is
stands for. A wheelbarrow
many
times larger than a watch, but the value
PROBATE NOTICES.
each is in what it stands for. So with
in cither of the estate
books, organizations, men, buildings, To all persons interested
hereinafter named :
jach is of value for what it represents,
At a Probate Court held at Paris, in an
rhe barn, the house, the factory, the for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesda
jank, the meeting house, represent each of Jan., in the year of our Lord one thousand nin
hundred and three, the following matter havin
ts separate idea.
lieen
for the action thereupon hercii
I'nildings devoted to the uses of re- after presented
Indicated, It Is hereby Okuekkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons It
also represent each its separate
igion
!
1 dea.
The Catholic cathedral reprc- ter«-Mted, by causing a copy of this order to b
published "three weefee successively In the Ox
ienis one idea, the Quaker meetinghouse ford Democrat, a
newspaper published at Sout
: mother idea.
Paris, In said County, tiiat they may appear at
to
l>e held at Paris, on th
Probate
Court
Our forefathers, the Pilgrims, built
third Tuesday of March, A. D.1903, at nine of th
irst the meeting house, then the school „'io>'k In the forenoon, and l>e heard thereon I
louse-but always the meeting house they sec cause
irst, and from them we have the heriCLAKINDA M. HOOPER, late of Buckfleld
What deseased. Petition that license be granted ti
1 age of the churches of to-day.
loes the Pilgrim meeting house stand Vlrjfll P. PcCoster, executor, to convey rea

"w^lr-^eeUlnNewû.
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ι»1·ιι·β ID the town of

Universal-1

Congregational Church of
Wednesday celebrated the
fiftieth anniversary of its organization
with appropriate services, under the immediate direction of its pastor, Rev.
Bates S. Rideout. The completion of a
half-century finds the church possessing
The SccoLd

Norway
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Rev A. W. Pottle of the Methodist
hurch supplied for Rev. C. S. Cuiuinngs in Auburn Sunday. In his absence
he Methodist pulpit here was supplied
of the
ifV"
-s
church, who gave a sermon very I
ughly spoken of by the large congwga( ιοη in attendance.
His subject was I
•aith, and his text. Matt. 17:20: "If ye I
]
as a
of mustard seed, ye
hall say unto this mountain, Remove I
1 lence to yonder place: and it shall réI nové; and nothing shall be impossible

INTKRKSTING AND 1'ROFIT-

A1ILE OCCASION.
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All members of Stony Brook Lodge.
\\>. 181. Ν. K. O. P., are requested to be
«Ian. 28,
).resent at their regular meeting
.ι* there will be work in the inititatory
be
decree, after which refreshments will
served.
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CONG REGATIONAL CHURCH

Cotton, Parte r- the same characteristics which have dis"•'ι',"
«λ»
,· tinguished it in the past. It has has al7
ways been noted for absence of factions
STATED MEETINGS.
and unity and harmony of action, as well
ι *λ
as for the loyal support of its members,
No. 18.In Masonic HaU, rni y
Arch Chapte r, under all circumstances, as well as the
l*tore MU ^oon. OxfordBoy
So. ».
Wwlnewiay Evcnlng OQ , r valuable assistance of members of the
aa;emblee
^ r. a S. M
before lull
who are not connected with the
Oxford Lo-te j* parish
°™'°* *"· r church. It has had fifty years of useful
existence.
e
From a material standpoint probably
la <>1<1 K<*llowe Half.
)
j
œeete l°„iW ii no church in Maine has suffered more in'
Wlliley Bncampment >o
ιEvel
.^h
Ha
rrWay
Fellow·'
1,
fifty years than this one. Twice its
Hope Rebekah Lodg"
has been completely destroyed
rrt.i.y «» »' lj propertyand on a third
occasion the build·
by fire,
t
1'.—Reautar
ing was badly damaged; yet every time
ready hands and purses have promptly
y
repaired the loss. To-day the church occupies one of the finest buildings in Oxford County, with a debt not large, which
is being steadily reduced.
*»-»
The weather of Wednesday was decidedly unpropitious, the rain fell fast,
A. K. Hall. Mor
and the streets were afloat. Therefore
the audience which assembled for the
afternoon service was not so large as
would have beeu expected under better
circumstances, though it was a good one
So. 10. meeuat b. Α. κ. uan e>c
oTcnlniifor the day. The music was by a choir
Colonv. S»· 1MU· u,uet,
Louise Staples,
, consisting of Miss M.
"
soprano: Miss Grace Thayer, alto; C.
m??lh' ,· c Norwav Comman.tery. No
JMÎ ; W. Home, tenor; II. L. Home, bass;
fourth Thumlay evening ο
Mrs. H. L. Home organist.
each month
After selections by the choir, and reFrom 15 to 34 degrees below zen sponsive reading, Rev. Mr. Rideout read
appropriate selections of Scripture, and
crew sanded .11 tli.
prayer was offered by Rev. Miss Angel I
aftei
walks Thursday morning
of the Norway Universalist church. Rev.
Percival F. Marston of the Pine Street

I
candi-l
re-1
I

manifested

lav and Saturday night

I'aeU

_

_

Walker and wife spent
at the lumber I
we™
village
•amp of A. W. Walker «& Son in Sumner, lav moraine by the
I
1 his is on the Benj. Y. Tuell farm, I children, V
vhere quite a quantity of hard wood I
umber and cord wood is being cut, the I ■r. Everett, wcr »»»<
•perations
being in charge of P. M.I
J iValker.
Α. Ν

The -me that guesses the nearest the
number of beans in the bottle nets the
mirror.
The infant daughter of I>r. and Mrs.
(
L, Buck w;is critically ill fw λ day 01
tw.» last week, but is now better.

*·
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Next Sunday evening at 7 o'clock the I
E. Society of the Congregational I
•hurch will observe the twenty-second I
Jirthday of Christian Endeavor. A very I
pleasing programme is in preparation, I
*nd all are cordially invited to atteud. I
\n offering will be taken.

liana Kara una, who has been seriously
ill with pneumonia, is improving.

The next

sas??. ifcWSf"" ·"
lnUni*'r«lUt Church, tor· C«jg& ■· $%II,
Pastor. PreachlDK eerv1»0"
^Uy aV c.

Miss Grace I. DeMotte has gone tc
Ifctngor to visit her mother for a fewweeks.

FIFTIETH

PROBATE NOTICES.

W|th all its misfortunes the churc
organization has gone steadily §heat
It is now stronger and larger than eve

the afternoon.
After congratulating the church upon
its anniversary, Mr. Marston announced
as his subject, "The World's Noises, and
the Note of the Gospel." In the Babel
of the modern world we hear throe
voices. First, the voice of those who
strive for mastery—not for mastership,
but for selfish mastery. We hear this
everywhere, in all departments of life—
the political world, the business world,
the world of pleasure; in the contlicts
between employer and employed, between buyer and seller, between gambler
aud gambler.
Then there is the voice of those who
cry for being overcome. This too we
hear everywhere, and it is inseparable
from the former voice. It is the cry of
the poor, of those who go under in the
struggle, the driftwood on life's sea. of
those who are overcome by sin.
Finally, there is iu the modern Babel
a third voice,
the voice of those who
sing, and there is nothing more discour;iging than this voice of those who,
amid the contlicts of life, can sit on the
edge of the battle and sing, regardless of
how the battle goes as long as it does
not hurt them.
The world is waiting for another
voice—the voice of those who have corne
not to strive nor to sink, nor to sin", but
to serve.
John the Baptist said, "1 am
the voice of one crying in the wilderness,
make straight the way of the Lord."
The greatest of all Christian graces is
the power to prepare other men's hearts
for the coming of the King, for the acceptance of the Christ. When the Master comes to reign over the kingdom of
this world, we shall hoar only one voice,
the voice of love, which is the note of
the Gospel, the harmony of the heart.
Following Mr. Marston's address, brief
addresses were made by the pastors of
local churches—Rev. B. F. Fickett of
the Methodist church, Rev. E. S. Cotton
of the Baptist church, Rev. Caroline E.
Angell of the Universalist church, Rev.
W. E. Brooks, D. D., of the South Paris
Congregational church, and Rev. Smith
All made
Baker, D. D., of Portland.
their
well·chosen remarks extending
the
to
both
hearty congratulations
church and the pastor, and a fraternal
spirit among the several denominations
was manifested.
This closed the afternoon session. An
excellent supper was served in the
to all the guests.
church at
A good congregation filled the house
at the evening session.
Scripture reading and prayer were by Rev. Dr. Brooks
of South Paris, and the historical address
was then given by Rev. B. S. Rideout.
A very brief outline of this complete and

j

estate and distribute the proceeds, presented
Edith It. DeCoster et al, heirs at law.

or?

First, it stands for religious instruci >n—an intelligent community, an edu( ated ministry,an instructed laity. These

XDDISON E. HERRICK,
4 truo copy—Attest:
ALBERT D.

genius

of the ConThe strength of the
f rcgational polity.
* lunch rests upon the high average of
of all its members, and in
1 η tel lige nee
his respecte the Congregational church
* tands
high. In a democracy, where
c hurch and state are separate, in the na1 ure of things religious instruction must
And this inc ome from the church.
There can be no
N tructiou is needed.
f eep and true Christian character withunderstanding of
ut an intelligent
'hristian doctrine.
Again, the Pilgrim meeting house
Man is a
s tands for a religious home.
The
N octal as well as a thinking being.
^ rospel is a message from the heart of
( rod to the heart of man, and is essen* ially a matter of affection and not of inThe value of a home is its affec1 L'llect.
So it is with the church,
t lonal life.
lore the struggling man can come and
1 nd sympathy and help from his fellow
r îen.
Here is a home for the poorest man
" r woman who wants to lead a better life.
^ Fclcome them, be cordial to them,
* [eep the atmosphere of your church
f re

v

f
Κ

essential to the

Our White Sale has come again, and this year we are better prepared
than ever. This Sale increases with us every year, so that we are
able to show you more and
BETTER GOODS THAN EVER BEFORE.
«

your stock of Muslin Underwear now, while it is fresh from the
Best New York Factories?

Why

buy

not

"Prettier than
Prices

are

ever

right,

before,"

Here

too.

ju«t

a few of the

OFFERING:

ARE

BARGAINS WE

The

i* what everyone way*.
are

ONE LOT SKIRTS, of good cambric,
wide muslin tlounce with two rows lace

ONE LOT GOWNS

ONE LOT CORSET COVERS,
French
style, 1inch lace edge, lace

Of Fine Muslin, yoke and sleeve trimmed
Mewith tucks and swiss embroidery.
dallions, beading and ribbon at neck;
short sleeve, good length, well
/0
ΦI ητ
made,

insertion, beading
and ribbon,

42c

ONE LOT GOWNS, square neck, yoke
of insertion and beading, neck, yoke and
λλ
sleeve trimmed with 4-inch hum-

burg: good quality cambric,

ONE LOT CORSET COVERS, of
cambric, high neck
trimmed
tit ted,
with 2-inch

vpliOi/

b;

PARK, Register.

Also many other

NOTICE.

NOTICE.

styles.

insertion, tucked ruffle, edged with 4inch lace, wide dust ruffle,
50

The subscriber hereby elves notice that hi
been duly appointed executor of the las
will and testament of
HARRIET E. CROCKER, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
All persons havlnf
bon 's a» the Is,ν directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement, nn<
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
meut Immediately.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Jan. 20th, 1!KW.'

$1

i.'ts

NOTICE.
The Bubscrllwr hereby jflvcs notice that hi
ha«
been duly appointed executor of tbt
ast will and testament of
LOUISE J. GURNEY,· late of Sumner, In th<
County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
til Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
mi-nt Immediately.
LUCIEN M. ROBINSON.
Jan. 20th, l'J03.
Ν A HUM MOORE, Agent.

jq

hamburg,

Judge of said Court

The subscriber hereby gives notice that ho has
IM'en duly appointed executor of the last will
ami testament of
ELIZABETH Λ. DAVIS, late of Denmark, in
the County of' <xfor<l, deceased. A11 persons hav
ι 1 nit demands ajralnst the estate of eaitl deceased
'arm.
The Pilgrim meeting house also stands •ire dtrind to present the eamc for settlement,
wd all lii'lcbtc·! thereto are requested to makf
of character and
ir the
imvupnt Immediately.
of
a
nature
the
EDWARD J. EGAN.
from
follows
•J tii 20th, 1003
This
ifts.

development

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
===§ SALE! =====

DRAWERS

of cambric,
ONE LOT SKIRTS,
ONE LOT DRAWERS of fine camflounce with two clusters of tucks, two
bric, extra wide umbrella ruffle, two
rows lace insertion, and wide
rows lace insertion, two clusters tucks,
lace edge; dust ruffle,
:i-inch lace bow knot pattern,
ONE LOT SKIRTS, of cambric, 20ONE LOT DRAWERS of cambric,
inch tlounce of three rows lace insertion,
umbrella ruffle, two clusters tucks,
nr
edged with 4-inch lace, bow knot φι
ΦΙΖΟ wide hamburg,
patterns; wide dust ruffle,
ONE LOT DRAWERS, of cambric,
wide wide
of
cambric,
ONE LOT SKIRTS,
d
rutile, with hemstitched
no
tlounce with lace insertion and

SI.25

98c

75c

ONE

cambric,

skirt,

LOT GOWNS, like cut,
lace trimmed, full

good

$1.25

Many other styles

GOWNS, of cambric, trimmod with hamburg, yoke of in- qjj
"OU
sertion, good sizes,
ONE LOT

ONE LOT DRAWERS of good quality cambric tucked, hemstitched,

25c

in Skirta, no room

to tell of here.

ONE LOT GOWNS, of cambric, hemstitched tucks, hamburg insertion_yoke,

39c

ς%«
tucks,
4>liUU

edge, dust ruffle, full skirts,

MARKDOWNS
These are odd lots of
or crushed.

SHORT SKIRTS
ONE LOT UNDERSKIRTS, of 0QP
cambric, tucked and hemstitched, 0«/C

|

slightly

soiled

One lot GOWNS,
98c, good cambric,
lace or hamburg
trimmed, wide
skirt, good length,
former price. #1.25

ONE LOT UNDERSKIRTS, tucked,
hemstitched, hamburg trimmed, cn
OwC
good cambric,

emocracy, and is peculiarly characterNOTICE.
itic of our denomination. The work
One lot GOWNS,
at the
one in this lino by the Christian EnThe Fubscrlber hereby give* notice that he hae
Hit
87c, lace trimmed,
'' eavor societies is of almost incalculable ■fen duly appointed administrator of
•eKular meeting:
of
osti'e
high neck, yoke of
v alue.
In my own church, I learned
Cant —M L Kimball.
LKOVAUD If λ ROY, late of Paris
lace insertion and
1 liât during an interim between pasto- In tlx· County of Oxford, deceased, and given
1^1 l.leut—Ο. K. B"^»ker.
Cole.
ribbon, good cambonde aw the law direct». All persona having
r ites. there wero forty men, trained in
CORLOT
ONE
lewands against the estate of said deceased are
bric, |were|#l.
underpinning
r l>e Christian Endeavor
society, who de'lred
SET COVERS, of
Κ. F. Swan.
same for eettlement, and
Treasurer—
the
to
present
The high water mark, or perhaps more I This is paid for except a balance of
v ere ready and willing to take charge of ! ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payMutiiin, French
meeting of Frank T.
One lot SKIRTS,
At the
Hut remember, every man I ■nciii lmmedlnt"ly.
strictly the low mercury mark, of this,1 "Λΰ.for which a temporary arrange- Urtlett regular
:l meeting.
\V. V.,
S.
No.
style, like cut;
130,
Commandery,
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
08c, good cambric,
Jan. 30th, 1903.
as
in
church
of
the
lace
out
frigid winter was reached last l'uesday 11 nent has been made. Some subscrip- r»esdav evening, I'. C. B. F. Bradbury
ets
proportion
W
good quality
wide tlounce, hamIn proportion as he puts
morning, when the thermometer regis-11 ions payable in labor are still available nstalled the following officers:
e puts into it.
inser- 7 c
and
burg insertion and
tered from 24 to M below zero. The 1 he work on the church. The uails for
»
imself into it,so will he take out of it,in
tion,
tucks, wide hem,
(.'apt —J. VV. Na.-ti.
lowest mark was at Charles Brett s. I: hinglins; have been pledged on the cont Be development of grace and power.
1st Lieut —A. J. Stearns.
dust ruffle, former
ONE LOT CORthe Pilgrim meeting house
I)urin« the next twenty-four hours the I. lition that some one will give the
'JiiiI Lljut —R I.Tra«k.
Finally,
price, $1.25.
hingles. One memorial window has
SET COVERS,
holiest
V-'j.—M L. Kimball.
for the highest and
s lands
temperature rose about fifty degrees.
ruffle on sleeve and neck, good CQp
OF HAKTFOttl», CONN.,
>een pledged, ami another pledge lias
y M—H.I ». Cole.
French style, neck
t liought that can come into a man's
< Ιωμ.—VV. W. Sheen.
length,
Seva
have
will
One lot CORSET COVERS. 50c.
public Jso been made, the nature and amount S. U —S. 8. Maxim
The Belief Corps
On the 1st day of January, 1903.
and a r 111 s c y s e
Amid the conflicts and
" lind, worship.
at l( >f which
eral styles trimmed with lace, insertion,
A dozen other pretty styles in Gowns
the committee are not now at
supper Saturday evening, January ·»1,
with
lace,
one
the
need
his
day
farm,
edged
world, you
M. M. Kilgore has sold
75c.
f roubles of the
from 50c up.
After the supper the young peo-n iberty to state. The same soliciting
three rows lace in- beading and ribbon, former price,
the week to shut it all out and cum- The Capital Stock of the Company, which ie all
Γ. J. Whitehead place, to W. N. Judkins t'xciMicui History must servo ucro.
:{!»c. These
I
pie will hold a sociable. Good music I, ommittee was continued, with two adIs $2 ιιΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.ΟΟ.
lot
CORSET
One
γλ
COVERS,
across
worsertion
In,
of
move
kind
will
the
But
paid
with
God.
nine
Mr.
Kilgore
South Boston.
will be furnished and au auction sale of I, litions. It now consists of S. P. Maxim, if
OUC are French styles trimmed with lace and
the front,
last upon the Til Κ A«SETS OK TUB COMPANY AUE AS FOLLOWS
s tiip you have depends at
to his home on DanHISTORY OF TUE CUUKCH IN 1JKIEF.
roller organ, A. D. Park, I j ■'rankliu Maxim, Re*. J. II. Little, W. lack to the village
a first class
of
the
on Hand, in Hank, and with
I insertion, were 50c.
the
Cash
'
earer—not
magnificence
upon
It is 1 orth Street.
$1,076.043 70
auctioneer.
Hie history of Congregationalism in
Supper and sociable Ik> ] ». Farrar. Mrs. ffm. M. Shaw.
of the music. I Agents,....
ONE LOT CORSET COVERS, French
11,600 OC
Owing to low water in the lake the Norway extends over a period of a lain- 1 uildings or the quality
of cambric, very
Tickets on sale , troposed to push the work of soliciting
State Stocks and ilnnd·,..............
LOT
SKIHTS,
ONE
cent>: sociable ΐυ cents.
5X3,480 Of
Come in and see our large line of
0 r oven upou the intellectual ability or j Hartford Hank Stocks
1
of the Oxford Light Company
tucks, stylo, front with two rows hamburg inwide tlounce, two clusters
in Relief Corps llall. Saturday evening , or the church building, so that work ■ngine
dred years. About the year 1800 enough
of tho preacher, but upon the \ MUcell 'reous Rank Stuck*,.......... 471,637 0C full
started the first of the week. They
91 2-inch
insertion and 0- φι yc sertion, high neck hamburg trim- «q
890,962
had settled in the Ie loquence
Ronde
and
Come and make a bid on tliel, nay begin on it as early in the season as vas
ritocks
at ">:;>0.
hamburg
!
Congregationalists
Corporation
act
six cords
....
<3"C
in which men enter upon the
ise in firing at the plant about
2,768,1*5 7!) inch hamburg edge; dust ruffle, ΦΙ«/0 nied,
Railroad
centre of the town to have occasional Is pirit
11 Mjssible. The meeting was adjourned if wood
organ.
303,695 ·*
f worship. And according to the full- | County, City and Water Ronde,
each day.
I(l
the
being
or one week, to this Monday evening.
32
meetings
frequently
415,606
of
preaching,
the
Ileal
Estate
enter
|
spirit
The twentieth annual meeting of the he.d in the summer in a barn. A church E ess with which they
The committee of the South Paris λ il-1
34.000 04
Loans on ollatcral
v •orship will bo accomplished the object
3. F. G. M. Belief Association was was
88,036 7S
ttJSCOK DISTRICT.
Loans on Real Estate
lajje Corporation chosen to consider the I
there in 1S02, and the
organized
communinto
on
men
this
44,50512
in
f
lias
0 thç church,tojbring
place
\ccumulated Interest and Rents
Held at I. O. O. F. Hall
matter of a municipal lighting plant
church was built in 180S and 1809.
Mrs. Fred Jackson is on the sick list.
>n with God.
to the
Monday, Jan. 19th. The following oththe year 1852 the number of people
prepared a bill to be presented drafted
$6,497,612 14
Total Cash Assets
By
benedicthe
Hrooks
I)r.
been
has
pronounced
ers were elected:
legislature. This bill
Rev. B. S. Hideout of Norway preached
in Norway village had increased considLIABILITIES.
successful
a
and
anniversary
will
bel,
and
very
ion,
b\ Hon. JamesS. Wright,
Prei».— A. 9. Kimball.
it the school-house Sunday.
erably, and the Congregational families I1c elebration was closed.
$2,000,000 0C
<'ash Capital,
Sec —A. L. K. I'lke.
introduced in the legislature the hrst of
306,429 6C
there began to fee) the need of a church
Reserve for Outstanding Losses,
Treax.—W. VV. WhltmarMh.
Farrar is attending Shaw's
aris I
1
South
Raymond
the
authorizes
It
tliis week.
2,635,214 31
iteserve for Re-Insurance,
Me<llcal Director—Ulal K. Ura<lbury, M. D.
organization. A church had been built
lease 1 tusiness College in Portland, Me.
To
Cured
be
other Claims and
all
to
for
Cannot
lleservc
Deafness
purchase,
Village Corporation
Miss Emma J. Smith has returned from in 18.57 on the site formerly occupied bv
128,045 0(1
Liabilities,
us (hey cannot roach the |
or install a plant for furnishiug lights
Mr. ΛVill Foster recently lost one of
28
1,337,928
to her homo in this the Congregational churches which were ι V local application*.
Set
Mass.,
one
Dorchester,
Surplus,
I ] lis nice
Moused portion of the ear. There Is only
within the limits of the corporation.
ί
pair of work horses by sickness». rillage.
burned. This was occupied by the my
to euro I'cafne*», an«l th.it Is by constllu$6.497,612 14
A
Total Assets,
In· |
ft Δ Q TO ΡIA For infants ind dildret Bears the
is working at the Beals Methodists, with whom some
Ion.» I remedies. Deafness te caused by an
Starr
Lucius
of
I
oxen
Diver-1
of
the
oi
R.
a
C.
At the regular meeting
pair
Penley bought
D. VV. C. SKIL.TUN, rrcMuent.
^
mucous lining of the
the
of
condition
allied
has
who
tionalists joined, bi-monthly meetings
Fred
Brock,
just
1
while
House
Wednes-li
last
Secretary.
MILLIUAN,
of
Greenwood
Inflamed
A.
Richardson
EDWARD
Fletcher's
J.
this
tulie
When
at
get*
sitv Club
Tube
Henry
For various reasons the I !ustachlan
hear
will I veek.
left the Maine General Hospital after an being held.
oil havo u ruinbllng sound or Imperfect
•ΤΛΤΚ OF CONNECTICUT,
j
day evening, the following program
Deafness is j
(
n*r. and when It Is entirely closed
ration for appendicitis, is regaining Methodists became unable to maintain
County ok Hartk>ki>.
upe
be given by its members:
atlon can be
1
ηII
«ηιιιι
Mr. Walter 'Γ. Knightly and wife at- his health at his home in Vermont.
HaktkohI). January 8th, 1905.
and in 1852, the house was sold lie r suit, and unless the
services,
to Its normal
restored
tube
this
Current Event·.
D.
\V.
C. Skllton, P1-4-'*'·
and
I
out
aken
I'ersonally appearc
,ended «range meeting at Norway last
the
to
forever;
Congregationalists.
said
be
Alfred
of
will
Tennysonu
destroyed
ondltlon. hearing
Biographical Sketch
■lent, anil Edward Μ lll'g in, Secretary, of
>at urday.
The preliminary meeting looking to- line case* out of ten are caused by catarrh, ΙΊιιιίιΙχ Insurance Company, ami made oath to
A Wedding Anniversary.
of
*·
«·
condition
them
Intlamed
an
si
but
η1
»
i)
ΡΟΗ»
of a church was rhlch Is nothing
MacΪμ· Τêu y
tin· truth of the foregolug Statement, by
ward the
" "ιΓ I
*>Γ
G. W. Hammond,the West Paris veterisurfaces.
ι,in.I-ti.ne an s Statesman
Through an oversight, no report was held on theorganization
*uinscribed, according to their beet knowledge
10th of December, 1852, and he mucous
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any and belief.
A brief sketch of H*U Calne. Including t'lM'rta- lary, was called to this place by tele- sent to the Democrat at the time of the
canwas formally organized Jan.
catarrh) that
church
the
Deafness
(caused
by
ase
o'
Before me,
celebratwentieth wedding anniversary
for
phone last week.
with twenty-live members, no lot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send
EDWARD B. COOK, Notary Public.
I Fm eland Howe, Norway,
tion of Mr. and Mrs. T. B. W. Stetson of 18th, 185.j,
free."
Co nan Doyle, sketch, Including hie
Irculars,
I
his
timber
G.
has
Τ
O.
Curtis
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M08Î0 is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
lit the largest school of tnusic in the
wor'd, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1833 by I)r.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers «& Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Λ
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers «& I'ond pianos, making
a total of M
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' contirued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
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Perhaps ItsWorms)

No. 42K.—Addition·.

[Example: Add one to a shallow dish
and make an ache. Answer—Pa-i-n.]
1. Add fifty to combat and make a
hasty departure.

2. Add five to recline and make wide
awake.
3. Add 100 to repose and make the
summit.
4. Add fifty to good will and make

^

The worn. I mother often wonders what ails a child who is
cro^sa:i'l languid. She generally treats it for even-tiling but the
must
probable cause—worms. Over 75 per cent, of the ailments
of children can be traced directly or indirectly to worms. You
can see the result in the languid looks, irritable disposition, restless sleep, variable appetite. What the child ueeds is

taste.

5. Add 500 to a pronoun and make a
drove.
0. Add 1.000 to a song and make
fashion.
7. Add 500 to none and make to bow
the head.
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If worms are present, they will be ex
It there are no worm ·, it will
act as a tonic—clean out the s.otnach
ami bow Is through its gentle laxative properties. (Sueη at re ular
intervals it will #uùrJ ag<:inst
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50 years. It is purely vegetable.
Harmless under any conditions
for children or adults.
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empty.

α

Lie.

For the Examination of the
and the fitting of Glaue·

Eyes

used as belfries, the Brechin tower havas such for generations.
The tower is now oue of the sights of

it

ing done duty
Tear·.
Tba Kind Too Hare Alwayi Sought

TONGUE.

30

resort to faith cure, magnetic healing,
the mud bath, electricity and one sonorBathe the affected part in hot water,
About
ous sounding opathy or another.
to which a teaspoonful of salt, a tablethe only advance I can detect in our
spoonful of starch, and a few drops of present
other
those
of
methods beyond
arnica have been added; wipe dry with a
is that they ain't as tough on the
days
with
soft linen towel, and apply iodine
toad."
a camel's hair brush.
Wear a loose shoe
out of doors, and while in the house a
CHILDREN POISONED.
shoe which has the leather covering the
Many children are poisoned and made
bunion entirely cut away. Bunions are
nervous and weak, if not killed outright,
caused by undue pressure.
by mothers giving them cough syrups
containing opiates. Foley's Honey and
Tar is a safe and certain remedy for
TEETH.
coughs,
croup and lung troubles, and
Cuttle-fish tooth powder is useful, and is the
only
prominent cough medicine
a
may be imed for a week or two at
that contains no opiates or other poisons.
time until the tartar has been removed.
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff À Co.
It may be made as follows: Powdered
Oxford.
2
1
cuttle-fish,
oz.; precipitated chalk,
ozs. ; powdered orris root, 1 oz. ; otto of
45
lemon,
drops; otto of neroli, 20 drops.
TO CURE A

THE

BUNION.

SKIN

FKOM

DISCOL'hi·

êCV-A

signature is

ou

very box of the genuine
T»bieu

Brorco-Quinine

after a blow or fall, take a little starch
Laxative
or arrowroot, and merely
moisten it
ίο remedy that curt·» η colrt *n nn« day
on
the
with cold water and lay it
injured
Observer—"There's no doubt of it, the
part. This should be done immediately,
but may be applied some time after- cost of living has advanced." Pessimist—"And now it'll be just our luck to
wards with effect.
have the undertakers form a trust and
FOK HKAItACIIK.
increase the cost of dying."
The juice of half a lemon in a cup of
The prevention of consumption is enblack coffee, without sugar or milk, seldom fails to cure a case of headache.
tirely a question of commencing the
proper treatment in time. Nothing is
TO IMPROVE THE EYEBROWS.
so well adapted to ward off fatal lun^
When thin or scurfy, apply to them a troubles as Foley's Honey and Tar. F.
little salad or castor oil on retiring to A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxbed at night. Be careful tu smooth the ford.
brows the right way after applying the
The Atlanta Constitution affirms that
oil, or you will do more harm than good,
sum of $000,000 appropriated
and very likely produce a little crop of the entire
to suppress the foot and mouth disease
wrinkles above the nose.
could be profitably spent on the football
FOR COLDS

IN

THE

and base ball fields.

CHEST.

Hartshorn and oil is a good thing to
rub into the chest for colds and hoarseness.
Always place a piece of hot flannel over the chest after rubbing.

STOPS

a

FOR THE TIRED.

TREATMENT

FOOD

FOR THE

FOR

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.

Mother—"You must go to bed, Lem-

uel.

The little chickens go

snudown."

to bed at

Lemuel—"Yes, but the old

hen goes with them."

A LIFE AT STAKE.
If you but knew the splendid morit of
Foley's Honey and Tar you would never
be without It. A dose or two will prevent an attack of pneumonia or grippe,
[t may save your life. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

NERVOUS.

Baked bananas are the ideal food for
nervous persons and brain workers. This
food will unfailingly build
up and
strengthen lean, blood-poor persons.
The banana should be baked in its skin
in an oven for fifteen or twenty minutes
until it is quite soft and bursts open.
CURE

COUGH

Price 25 cents.

If you are over-tired—"too tired to
sleep," as we sometimes say—bathe the
neck and temples with hot water. Bathe
This
the back of the neck particularly.
seems to relax the muscles and the veins
that supply the brain with blood. Lie
down to sleep in peace, for sleep will
The same treatment will
come surely.
wonderfully refresh during the day. A
headache may often be relieved, fven
cured, by hot applications to the back of
the neck.
IDEAL

THE

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

—

Crane. 2. Angel. 3. Noble. 4. Doric.
&
7. Llppl.
6. Ember.
B. Limit
Ionic. 0. Genii. 10. Heart. 11 Truly.
No. 418.—Word Square: 1. Grate. 2.
Raven. 3. Avert. 4. Terse. 5. Enter.
No. 419.—Arithmetical Puzzle: A $4,000; Β $3.000; C 15,000.
No. 420.—Central Deletions: Rouse,
rose.
Paste. Date. Hoist boat

that

I· Um For Over

ORING

incommodious.
uuût.
cold.

Not Tell

DRY

Me

In cases of fever, etc., paint the tongue
with glycerine pure, or with glycerine
the
"You don't always announce
and water. This has a most cooling weather accurately, do you?" said the
and
a
flow
of
bemild but persistent citizen.
saliva,
effect,
"Perhaps
promotes
sides acting itself as a preventive of not," answered the prophet; "but you
"cracks" on the tongue.
we anWhether
not
to
complain.
ought
nounce it or not you always get your
FOR EARACUE.
weather promptly, don't you?"
Try camphorated chloral, 2 1-2 parts;
of
sweet
16
1-2
and
oil
parts;
glycerine,
The many friends of G. II. Ilausan,
almonds, 10 parts. Mix, and put a little Engineer, L. E. & W. R. R., at present
into the ear on cotton wool. Kub a litliving in Lima, O., will be pleased to
tle also behind the ear.
know of his recovery from threatened
kidney disease. He writes, "I was cured
HICCOUGH.
using Foley's Kidney Cure, which I
Hiccough is a troublesome, even if a by
recommend to all, especially trainmen
simple affection, although it may be a who are usually similarly
afflicted." F.
very bad sign indeed, in cases of actual A. ShurtlefT & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxdisease. To prevent it, a good remedy
ford.
is to close the ears with the index fingers, and then to swallow a small quan"Away back in the Dark Ages," said
tity of liquid presented by another per- the Kahack philosopher, "a baked toad
son to the patient.
Wetting the lobe of in a silken bag was prescribed for rheuthe ear is another remedy.
matism. In the enlightened present we

TO PREVENT

of Inn·.

—

Κ as y ami pleasant to
use. Contains no InGives Relief

Carpets

to close out odd

They work

y

CATARRH;·

Liit

revenue.

Key to the I'ummler.
Να 413.—Diamond: 1. N. 2. Dew. 3.
Dewey. 4. New Year 5. Needy. 6.
ïay (yam). 7. K.
No. 414.—Bits of Bacon: 1. Lord,
what fools these mortals be! 2. All
that glisters is uot gold.
1.
415.
•No.
Diagonal:
Holiday.
Π-orizon. 2. S-O-rcery. 3. So-L-uble.
4. Var-I-ety. 5. King-D-om. 0. Journ-A-1. 7. Vlctor-Y.
No. 416.—Charade: Hand-led (handled)
Να 417.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
Finals
Electricity. 1.
Candlelight

:atarrh
']

ΚΟΚ

•pens and cleanses the

A LOW PRICE

are

CCHE

is
Is
is
is
is
is
is
is

Little Tommy was stealing Jam;
He couldn't deny the fact.
For his mother happened to catch him
Red handed In the act.

Calvin Austin, Vice l'ree't A Gen'l Manager
General offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass

CLEAN *II*U
ΛΜ» ΙΙΕΛΜΜ.

lin

inn
inn
Inn

that
that
that
that
that
that
that
that

He Could

Portland.
V. II. Hanscom, «. P. A T. A.

>·

A. W. Walker & Son,

Wool

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, anc
India Wharf, lioston, dally, except Sunday, ai
7 :(*) p. m.
Through ll' kcts Issued an ! baa-gage checke·
tor New York. l'l.lla<U-lphla and Washlugtot
via all rail and Souud Hue*.
Freight rate- alwavs as low a« other lines.
All frétât via this Hue lueured agalu-t tir»
au·! marine risk.
J. F.
l.iitcuMB.
Agent. Franklin Wharf

THE

Second

ol

steamers

Deering Ideal Mower,

Machinery.

Kciort·

Inn
Inn
inn
inn

Properly Reticent.
Mother (horritied)—Oh, Tommy, what
will your father say when he sees that
you have smashed his shaving mug
and broken the front gate?
Tommy—Weil, mamma, I don't think
I would like to repeat it before you.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

the

Rivert

What river in Europe Is lu plural/
What river in Asia is a color?
What river In South America Is a

8.V-, a N>ttl>» at .trmnriirt*. Write fer frw·
bwk
Chltdnn auit Uirir LiuKaev*."

and

during the day. and in the

16 years of
agi

CHASE, MERRITT
CO.,

SOUTH PARIS.

and Wa ter A. Wood

washing soda. Do this frequently
course of a
month the wart will drop off. A little
soreness may be felt at first, but this is
soon forgotten injthe joy of the cure.
mon

Proverb.

Apply at once to

L. M. TUFTS,

see

Knows

strong and who wish
ar
ppottuuity to learn the shoe
busi
ess.
Good positions

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Don't fail to

Well

on.

FACTORY.

in

1

A

so

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE

Portrait Work

Nichols St..

ness

•'What is heredity, mamma?" asked
the little girl spelling the word out
through her falling tears and waiting to
write down the meaning.
"It is—'m, how shall I explain it?
[)h," said the mother, "something you
;;et from your father or mother."
And the small child wrote down on
1er paper of home lessons: "Heredity—

INDIGESTION.

is a breeder of disease,
PNEUMONIA AND LA GRIPPE.
but has been known to be cured by the ipanking."
lacks no apparatus, no matter how costly, and
Coughs cured quickly by Foley's Honey following simple prescription. Mix I
the glasses are furnished at a very low price— and Tar.
Refuse substitutes. F. A. dr. of powdered colomba root, 1 dr. of
STOP IT !
ij jallty considered.
Shurtleff <k Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. ground ginger, and 1-2 dr. of carbonate
A neglected cough or cold may lead
this
into
twelve ό serious bronchial or lung troubles.
of soda.
Divide
The New Year resolution that has powders, and take one in a little milk
3on't take chancee when Foley's Honey
lasted as long as this has a fair chance three times a day.
, ind Tar affords perfect security from
for a happy and profitable life.
leriouB effects of a cold. F. A. Shurtleff
FOOD FOR CONSUMPTIVE PEOPLE.
fe Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
inalmost
with
consumption
People
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. variably eat too little, even less than
A young lady applicant for a school in
All druggists refund the money if it those in health, whereas they should eat
was
asked the
Nature 2 t neighboring county
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature vastly more than the well.
( luestion "What is
your position upon
seems to be aware of this, for usually a
on each box.
25c.
children?" and her reply was:
tuberculous patient can assimilate a ] shipping
'My usual position is on a chair with
"Her music teacher tells her there is much larger quantity of food than a
he child held firmly across my knees,
money in her voice." "I don't doubt it. healthy person. The food should be 1! ace downward." She
got the school.
He's getting it at the rate of two dollars taken in fairly large quantities and at
the office of

Indigostion

RICHARDS

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

a

frequent intervale.

lesson."

Not

more

than three

the ancient town and is regarded as a
memorial of its early collection with

kidney and bladder troubles can
be prevented by the use of
Kidney Cure. F. ▲. Sburtleff
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

"Little Colds"

or

Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

VEW YORK.
"'Alb months old

Posts

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
TMC C«WT»UH eOXMN*. new τβ·»

if You

Farmer
And Have One Cent

tiri«l>-.
There are numerous reliable statements of grizzly bears having attacked
men, bpt nowadays the grizzly does not
seek out his human victims, as there
are credible statements that his foreNeither does he
fathers used to do.

trated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per
it you can secure it
year, but if you like
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

The Chanited

In
the
adverti*!iiK
maKnet tvhfeli pulln trade.

Good

may have just as good
as the other fellow, but
if lie tells tlio public about Lis
ability to tin better for them than
You

values

lie in wait and, pouncing upon a hunter, tear him into bloody shreds in delighted fiendishness, as the old time
stories used to tell. The change in the
grizzly's disposition is likened by veteran hunters to the change in the character of the white cousin of the grizzly,
When
the polar bear of the arctics.
the stations for the Hudson Ray comof
pany were established, the diuries
the men there often referred to the
fright of attacks by polar bears. Many
a navigator in the arctic seas has been

clawed and chewed to death by polar
bears. But for nearly a century the
polar bear has not been regarded as sc·
very fierce, and nowadays It is looked
upon as a cowardly beast. Association
with armed men has modified the polar
bear's

disposition.—Outing.

In New England cobweb pills nre
to cure the ague, niul In the
south a certain knuckle bone In a pig's
foot Is a sure cure for rheumatism If It

supposed

free

specimen

copy.

The Tribune Farmer is

au.v one else and you do not lie
will get the trade.

TAMOUS

EfOiifiOC

—Chicago Dry Goods Report or.
drawing

ud. In

THE
INE
FROM
MAIS

an

Kitnuril h>* ItN circula-

If you want to reach
use thlN paper.

tion.
the

of

power

National Illus-

THIS IS THE

people why it is to their
advantage to trade with you.
Tell them convincingly and
keep telling them.
Tell

The

a

people,

I
f
ρΛΐ
WV/fl L-

DC) you WANT IT?
WK AHE

A postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.

A. W

will bring

&

WALKER

MHJTII

NEVKK OL'T.

us

1'AIUS. ,ηι·

SON.

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Ilair, Urick,
Sand. «te.

,M!Dl!ST

have certain positive or negative
In Peking it is
values in medicine.
customary to give two or three scorpions or spiders to a patient ill of fever.
In Ireland the peasantry swallow small
spiders alive to effect cures. From
these the cobweb pill of the New England native was easy. In Flanders the
live spider is fastened into the empty
shell of a walnut and worn around the
neck of the patient. As the creature
dies the fever decreases until it is gone
sects

ί

nN

then.

The Governor—Colonel, don't you
know It always makes me feel mighty
uncomfortui le wheu a man says that
about me—that he knows me by reputation?
The Colonel—IIow Is that, governor?
Why should It make you feel uncomfortable?
The Governor—Because, by jingo, I
always wouder which reputation he

Si''(COVER Y

IMP/ilRXD natural
UNIWIPAiHED

PFOOUCf WHltirWILL UNFAILINGLY SUB;JIJC RHEUMATISM,

DIS·
IHD1GES7/Ï0N,A BLOOD
GREAT

ORDERS.A'hJÙ

VAR$ETY(pii COMPLICATIONS

OF

THCSC TROUBLES

PRICE

entirely.—Rochester Post-Express.

by reputation

OCK

β

»

lie carried In the pocket or worn suspended from a string around the neck.
Tracing the spider web pill, it originated in China, where all species of in-

The Bnblile Reputation.
The Governor—Colonel, don't you
know Judge Blank ? Shake hands with
bim.
The Colonel—Ah, you are Judge
Blank of Blankville?
The Judge—Yes; Blankville is my
home.
The Colonel—Of course I know you

eiw.

are a

a

ft

PER BOTTLE

! AS* FOR BOOKLET
„
'"GETTING CLOSE TO NATURE
I ucuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
'J Beware of imitations, the genuine
!

LOCAL AGENT FOR

ROMOC.

is

PERRY DAVIS".

F. a. SHURTLEPP cfc CO., Agents.

BUY

HORSES

heavy team ami woods
horses on hand for sale at all times.
Four pairs of heavy horses acclimated.
W. J. WIIEELEH.
Ε. M. TIIAYEIl.
South Paris, Me., Oct. 2ft.
We have

HOME

A

means.

Λ Simple S>-*tem.
Teacher—In what year was the battle of Waterloo fought?
Pupil—I don't know.
Teacher—It's simple enough if you
only would learu how to cultivate artificial memory. Kemeniber the twelve
apostles. Add half that number to
them. That's eighteen. Multiply th..t
by 100. That's 1,81)0. Take the twel e
apostles again. Add a quarter of their
number to them. That's fifteen. AuJ
what you've got. That's 1,815. That's
the date. Quite simple, you see, to remember dates if you will only adopt

my system.

have indigestion,

ache or real
in a while is

a

bilious head-

dyspepsia
the

once

exception.

QUAKER RANGE
AND ENJOY GOOD COOKING.

You who do will find a quick
relief from a teaspoor.ful of the
True"L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
35c. a bottle.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Mnklnic Sore.

This hunting story comes from Scotland: When the beaters came out of
the covert, one of the guns said to the
keeper, "Have you got all your beaters
out?"
"Aye," said the man, astonished.
"Are you sure? Have you counted
t
them ?"
"Couuted them?" said the keeper.
"Aye, they're all right"
"Then," said the shooter, with a sigh
of some relief, "I have shot a roe."

rn

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.
ONCE MORE THOSE

Extracting Teeth.

Extracting teeth is the operation most
frequently performed by dentists, and is
the

Special

Low Prices.

operation most commonly
Therefore the most dreaded.
For the next 30 days I shall
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Tlie SpHtlntr Snake.
By the use of Our New Local
sell my
octave, almost new Anwsttielic wo can extract teeth
A snake found in Africa is called the case, Pease piano,
Best
for
solid gold frames for 12.50
$185.
Quality
Boers.
It is bespitting snake by the
Best gold tilled frames warranted
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
tween two and three feet long and Is
10 years, only
1.00
for $300, worth $230.
especially bold aud active, readily at- new,
We also use Ether and Chloroform, Frameless glasses in all the differOne second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
tacking every one who approaches it.
ent styles with best gold tilled
walnut case, for $950, worth fcJOO.
when desired, if admiseable.
In confinement it is

hand instruments.

W. J.

Κ

MS

Ireland.— Scottish-American.

]

j

of

Rny a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for

neglected—thousands
at most four hours should pass withDr.
® if
lives sacrificed
every year.
out the eating of something, if it is only
Pine
cures little
food's
Syrup
Norway
or
a
a
banana.
a
milk
sandwich,
biscuit,
always
( old·—cures big colds too, down to the
A pitcher containing two glassfula of
Foley's
λ ery verge of consumption.
& Co.
milk should stand on a table near the
bed, so that a glass may be taken in the
Before she is married a woman wants
Knotty green wood ie better for fuel night if the patient wakes, and again be1 ο get the best of husbands, but afterthan coal in one respect. It will keep a fore
very savage, openin the morning. As much
dressing
is satisfied to get the best of a I
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumman warm some time to saw and split a milk as
ing Its mouth and erecting its fangs,
should also be taken.— wards she
possible
that I will sell at a
1 lusband.
cord of it.
from which the poison may be often ford Falls, 11 stops,
McCalTs Magazine.
trado.
great,
and
sometimes
observed
even
to drop
Terrible plagues, those itching, pesterImpossible to foresee an aocident. Not to be
One second hand Estey organ at South
forcibly ejected; whence the
To peel onions without tears seems an i η possible to. be prepared for it.
ing diseases of the skin. Put an end to
almost new, for 55
Paris,
name given It by the Boers.
Oil.
Monarch
Eclectric
Ointment
cures.
At
Doan's
to
some
cooks.
I
Thomas'
>r.
misery.
impossibility
They may
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
do so either by holding the onions under c ver pain.
any drug store.
water as they peel them, or else by stickstops, in nice condition, for $45
Somrce· ot Alcohol.
The rich man ia the trustee of hu- ing a small pared potato on the point of
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Pnddy—"I bear your horse threw you
Some terribly potent liquors, It is said,
manity. In this way, you see, humanity's the knife with which the peeling is done. ii ι the park yesterday." Duddy—"No can be distilled from the innocent look- octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
'•I money
of
the
is kept profitably invested, In- In the one case the water, and in the s uch thing. He took advantage
that cost $125, for 65.
banana and also from the milk of
the eyes by α pportunity while I was up in the air to ing
stead of being spent for food and drink othtr the potato,
One second hand square piano, a nice
protects
the cocoanut.
make a
The
Japanese
which
under
me."
so painfully affects r tin from
and other frippery.
absorbing that
for 115, worth $140.
NORWAY, ME.
beverage from plums and from the one,
them.
Two million Americans suffer tho torSEND FOR CATALOGUES.
There is no such thing as a harmless flowers of the motherwort and the
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
The Chinese produce several
Cat out the beet pieces of your old c sugh. The trouble goes from bad to peach.
Burdock Blood Bitters curee. At any
Allen's Lung qualities of spirit fro· rice and peas,
oil cloth when you are substituting a ν orse unless checked.
We Do all Kinds of....
store.
drug
It al- all of them Intoxicating, besides which
new one, and use them for rests for your I alsam cures the worst of colds.
BHXTlteS BLOCK,
ta and kettles when von bring them h iys inflammation and clears the air pas- they can make an alcoholic drink from
JOB PRINTING.
It ia one thing to call yourself » fool, I
nalne.
••nth Parts,
a IgM.
>m the stove to the table.
mutton.
some one eke do it
hear
another
to
Atwood & Ferbn, South Part·.
Fatal

and Loss of Sleep.

Facsimile Signature

Ν Η,

two which end the second, and

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

,Ux.,t'mna
t'ntktlU .Utr
iriitr Wrf *

fists;

Κ haml- melr 'Hint rate·! ewkir. I nr^t oirΤ.·Γ·«·«. *5 Λ
id·· j 'lirnal.
oulats.-n t a· V
y oar f ir nu>'itt>>, 11. S>l«t t>y a!l newwU-aler*.
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/KimfJcui Seat'
»

Supplies.

ter/in,

Signature

/Xrpr uftMJ OrSAKUELPtTCHKR

'»crtrds, Blanks, Horns,
Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Bears the

Promotes Digeslion.Cheerful·
nessand Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral,
λ'ογ Narcotic.

Every

Kind You Have

Always Bought

ÀVcgelable Preparation for As

Doan's
Kidney Pills,

headquarters

I The

HASTORIA

—

H From the Boston Herald, the leading

newspaper of New
of July 13, 15*12.

CUSTOM

"raK^ASSiiriarSSKSllSSS·

Expand».
England Conservatory of

The ConxervHtory

The New

A Hard Straggle.

Qood Reason for Chewing.
ff THE TURKISH WOMAN.
She was a good looking girl of 18, well
ireseed and all that, ana tbe man oppo- Her Friday Excursion· on the lw«et
It's a hard
Water· of Atla.
site her on the car wondered why she
a spectacle of herself chewing gum
which
made
on
Is
the
day
only
Priday
struggle to fight
Colcwm, Oxford Democrat, Part·. Miu«.
in each a public place.
women enjoy a little lllterty
Turkish
the battles of
She noticed that he was mentally critand release from the dreadful seclusion
Health Hlnt5.
icising her, and Anally leaned forward
life with the
In which they are always kept, and
:
These eimple remedies for all sorts of irith a blush and whispered
themselves
to
avail
slow
not
No. 421—Word Building.
are
"I am not chewing gum because I love they
heavy burdens
ills are only intended for slight attacks,
L A well known preposition spelled and must not be
{of the chance. On Fridays every one
employed when anyof
of
for
kidney ills.
vessel
Asia,
Waters
2.
A
he
Sweet
"No?"
with two letters.
large
queried.
goes to the
thing really serious is the matter in
"And I know that it looks bad."
consist of a small river runnier
holding liquor. 3. Very great in size or which case a doctor should at once be
The constantly
|whlch
"Yes."
•about two miles Inland, with trees nnd
Importance. 4. A narrow piece of tim- called in.
I
"But I'm engaged."
aching back
BLEEDS.
ber from which casks are made. 5. To
meadows on each side. Hundreds of
WHEN TIIE NOSE
"So?"
assemble and glide up and down The weariness—Distressing urinperish from want & A time of inA surgeon advises that the patient
"And he's—he's out there on the plat- boats
the river. Every boat or caique has
gathering.
should sit with his or her feet in very form."
quickly to I
hot water. This plan he has found
two or more Turkish ladies on board. ary disorders—All yield
"I see."
(to. 422.-D«caplt*tlo··.
each
as
effective. In any case to lean with the
"And we had a quarrel last night, and The sight Is a very âne one,
Just a couple behead
head over a basin, in the very position to tie said he'd never
speak to me again, private caique is most carefully got
Without exaggeration;
favor bleeding, is entirely wrong. Bet- ind I'm
chewing gum to ·spite him and up, and the boatmen wear brilliant livTwill give you instead
ter far, make the patient lie down, with
jet even."
generation.
eries to match the cushions and the
FOR A complete
the head tlat, and plug the nostrils with
"That is perfectly right and proper,
Behead once again.
long embroidered clotli which hangs
cotton wool dipped in witch hazel, and
with
the
And my puzzle Is done.
man,
replied
girl,"
my—dear
water.
When you And there remain·
pinch or exercise pressure on the nose, paternal sympathy in his tones, and lie over the stern and trails In the
A Modern Medicine for
Just a unit of one.
just at its root near the forehead. À looked out of the window, and the girl The khedlvah of Egypt is one of the
cold sponge applied to the nape of the showed on.
finest in crimson and gold, embroidKidney 111.
Vt,
ueck is also a good remedy, supplanting
No. 4313.—Proper Name Female.
ered with crowns and ilshes. Resides
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Saxtons River,
1. Add four letters to a girl's name the old-fashioned "door-key down the IN BED FOUR WEEKS WITH GRIPPE. the liveries the parasols make a won- employed by IJ. F. I^oeke At Co., says: ".My
and
for
years,
net
did not
properly
back."
jiul make tit ted for.
We have received the following letter derful show, and here may be seen all kidneys
two or tlireo
It gradually grew on me. I'or
a
with
"I
name
Ind:
much
to
a
of
letters
me
seven
Mr.
very
from
2. Add
boy's
Angola,
FOR A SEVERE COLD IN TDK HEAD.
Rey Kemp,
the latest Parisian creations. The la- years they troubled
and In
aching pain across my back
bed four weeke with grippe and
and make dropped out.
À simple plan of treatment is to plug was in
must not speak to men, but the dull,loins. If I stood on my feet for any
dies
my
and spent conacross my
3. Add two letters to a boy's name the nostrils with cotton wool which has I tried many remedies
careful observer can frequently catch length of time, I felt the pain
numb.
treatment with physicians,
been dipped in glycerine. This relieves siderable for
back more and my legs became
and make regal.
other
or
signal
veils
lowered
of
until I tried sight
relief
in my back got so bad that
no
I
received
but
the
When
pain
4. Add one letter to a girl's name the irritation and congestion so dison
is
I
plasters,
boat
a
pass- I could stand it no longer, put
particular
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small bot- given when
but they
a great many of them,
and form a beautiful substance grow- tressing in this ailment.
tles of this medicine cured me and I ing, and habitual frequenters can point and I used
relief. I also
only afforded me temporary
sea.
in
the
ing
BRONCHITIS IN INFANTS.
now use it exclusively in my family."
out boats which are sometimes close to used medicines of all kinds, but they did
Kidney
5. Add two letters to a girl's name
It is a very Innocent di- not reach the cause. I saw Doan's
Acute bronchitis in children is of Take no substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff each othei
Tills advertised, and so well recommended,
and make to avoid.
much graver importance than in the & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
version and would not satisfy western that I was induced to give them a trial, and
store. T.iey
adult, and a grave cause of mortality in
ladies. An hour before sunset the po- I got them at Andrew's drug
After the treat"Yes, father, when I graduate I am lice boats
me Immediate relief.
childhood. The first symptoms are those
and No. 424.—Knltcma.
of my
appear and force all women gave
symptoms
and
felt
any
bent
seldom
follow
I
to
ment
literary
web
of
little
my
fame^
A woven
of an ordinary cold, afterwards there is going
I did I took a
to leave.—London Telegraph.
former troubles, but when
for
John;
write
Four letters constitute my name.
you
"Ilumph,
soon
It
money."
and
fever and restlessness, quick breathing
I'llls
few of Doan's Kidney
Cut oft my head, and you will see
were not s·»
and wheezing. Be sure and have medi- ought to be successful. That's all you
left me. My rheumatic pains
lantired,
Tower·.
A thing not much unlike to thee.
Honnil
Scotland'·
have that
severe, and I did not
cal advice when these symptoms appear. did the four years you spent in college."
In doing
But If you take my tall Instead
Coasts of two round towers, guid feeling. I had more energyto Doan's
Scotland
credit
head.
You'll have a knock upon the
nnd give all the
TO CUKE
BED HANDS.
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm is an old said to be stragglers from the great my workFills.
deal
They did me a great
Transpose my headless trunk, and you
is prepared
Kidney
Redness of the hands may be cured by friend in a new form. It
found in Ireland. The of good, and I feel justified In recommendA humble, pretty flower will view.
group
typical
reliable
of sufferers
benefit
and
the
for
a
as
particular
good
others
to
patient treatment. Take one ounce of
sem on
the handsome enthe- ing them
are used to an one Is attached to
appJicarion.
medicine."
clear honey, 1 ounce of almond oil, the from nasal catarrh who
all drug·
No. 428.—Λ Trip.
the diseased mem- dral of Brechin and the other stands In
Doan's Kidney Fills for sale by
in
atomizer
spraying
Co.«
raw
of
a
of
a
lemon, and the yolk
juice
50 cents per box. Foster-Milburn
enthe
near
Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο
branes. All the healing and soothing the center of Abernethy,
Beat
these
Ν. Y.
egg.
ingredients together
uffalo,
The
retained
are
trance gate to the churchyard.
Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο
and apply the mixture to the hands at properties of Cream Balm
It does not dry Brechin tower, built in six irregular
ΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟ
night, covering them with old gloves in the new preparation.
the secretions. Price, including spray- courses and rising over 100 feet, is the
which have been slit across the back.
οοοοο
ing tube, 75 cents. At your druggist's more perfect of the two. It dates from
οο οο
FOR CHAPPED HANDS.
or Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New
Kenneth's reign, 971-95, and has a most
A doctor has given me this recipe. York, will mail it.
Starting from a capital city of EuPennant in his
appearance.
graceful
the
Shake
bottle
a
before
and
rub
using,
rope. we go i*xt to one of the United
Mrs. Korsely—"I don't history speaks of having, in 1772, found
Explained.
little
on
the
hands
at
Eldernight:
States; thence to the chief city of Syria,
more." handsome bells within its walls. These
flower water, one ounce; rose water, two see your lady friend with you any
one of the most ancient cities in the
but you may have were afterward removed and now hang
two ounces)and a half; Miss Cunnen—"No;
ounces;
glycerine
friend's gentleman
world; thence to a parish and village in witch
in a neighboring steeple. The origin of
hazel, one ounce and a half; recti- noticed my lady
so she's my lady enemy
the canton of Zurich, Switzerland; fied
spirits of wine, half an ounce. (Two friend with me;
these towers is now somewhat doubtthence to one of the great lakes of our tablespoonfule measured in a medicine now."
ful, but archaeologists are generally
own land, where we stop.
glass is equal to an ounce.)
agreed that they were built in connecThe second word" begins with the
FOR WARTS.
to Mothers,
tion with churches "fer defense and
Important
same two letters which end the first
of watch" during the
the wart and rub it with a
every bottle of CASTORLL, faithfulness
carefully
fr—»*'"'
Dampen
word; the third begins with the same small
IMf· and ear· remedy for Infant* and children, Norseman raids. They were afterward
piece of carbonate of soda or com-

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

_

Wheeler,

also

bungled.

PAINLESSLY.

Hemeinber,

latural and

our
a

Artificial Teeth

are

perfect reproduction of
They are conskillfully, and

he teeth nature gives.
1 itructed and adjusted

mountings, only

Best gold tilled chains, such as are
sold elsewhere for $1.00, only

with consideration for tho natural exiresMon and general contour of the face.

CHAS. L

BUCK,

THE DENTIST,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

On Crown and

Bridge

Work our ox-

>erience, skill and superior mechanical

j acilities help us to excel.
Telephone

100-2.

Can work in evening if desired.

Prescription

of

work

All examinations

charge.

2.00
.50

specialty.
absolutely free

a

Remember that I am permanently
located in South Paris, and shall be at
my office, No. 4 Odd Fellows Block, until
further notice.

J. Franklin Harris,
KTEUOHT

SP£C1AL1IT.

